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Chapter One: Introduction

"Securingfood and eating together entails an intensifYing of communication
and increase of the rate of interaction to a degree found in no other act
repeated so constantly" (Lowenberg, et ai, 1968, p.134).
Over fifty years ago the prominent sociologist J.H.S. Bossard encouraged students of
family process to look at the acres of diamonds at their front doorstep and to recognize the WOlih
of the intimate family meal (Bossard, 1943). He pointed out that other disciplines recognize the
impOliance of studying the family meal-religionists, dramatists, novelists, essayists-but that
"psychiatrists, sociologists, and students of child development, concemed with the minutiae of
family life, seem to have overlooked it" (Bossard, 1943, p.295). Thiliy years later Dreyer and
Dreyer echoed Bossard's encouragement, once again suggesting to the academic community that
the study of dilmeliime in the American family is ripe for the plucking (Dreyer & Dreyer, 1973).
In the years since these early surmnons, few followed their lead. I wanted to be one of the

followers. I wanted to investigate the ordinary family mealtime event.
My goal was to search for meaning associated with the culture of family mealtime,
meaning as interpreted by those who experience the mealtime event. I expected to find and study
a body of scholarly publications dealing with families' perspectives on family mealtilne. I found,
however, very few mealtime atiicles. I mainly found related ideas and scattered concepts. I
wanted to help remedy this neglect by conducting preliminary research into the meanings which
families perceive as belonging to theil' ordinaty mealtime experience.
After reviewing the litnited literature available, I had the global impression that social
scientists and home econOinists visit the family table much as a dinner guest might-to check out
the menus, to look at customs and conversations, and to evaluate the preparation and work load or
other aspects associated with family mealtime. I sensed that I would need to be more than a
"dinner guest researcher" in order to capture meanings that at'e part of family intimacy. I would
need to capture the view fi'om inside the family (Smith, 1987) by inviting them to tell their own
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stories about meanings of their day-in and day-out experiences with family mealtime. I would
conduct in-depth interviews with multiple members of the same family across generations. Thus
the methodology of my research would be qualitative and descriptive.
In the Review ofLiterature for this study, I describe some dimensions of family mealtime

as they have been studied by social scientists. The chapter on methodology includes a
clarification of my reasons for pursuing this research, as well as a detailed description of how I
gathered and analyzed my data. In the third chapter, Findings and Meanings, I have grouped the
stories and ideas from the interviews into what seemed to me common patterns of mealtime
stmcture and meaning. My main concern in this section was to let the voices of the respondents
be heard. In the fmal section I discuss my observations on the significance of the fmdings of this
research project.
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Chapter Two: Review of Literature
Family mealtime in the U.S.A. is the custom ofparent(s) and children sitting
down together at regular times to share a meal (Miller, 1990, p. 26).
Hundreds of articles about the worldwide custom of family mealtime have appeared in the
popuJar press, but compamtively few studies have been published by social scientists. A search of
"family mealtime" literature in the BYU Library Electronic Catalog reveals a range of topics which
have been studied in association with family mealtime. Figure I graphs these topics:
Figure 1. Library Search for Family Mealtime Literature
Electronic Catalog Listings
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As Figure I shows, only 2.7 percent of the 183 articles located, or five actual reports, targeted
the importance of mealtimes to families. The next category most closely related to meanings was
mealtime as a ritual, which found emphasis in ten percent of the surveyed research (Haines, 1988;
Fischler, 1980). Overall, most scholarly studies used the mealtime setting as a context for observing
another topic of interest or they centered on mealtinle history, changes, culture, or meanings of foods
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(Douglas, 1988; Visser, 1988; Douglas, 1984; Murcott, 1982; Douglas & Gross, 1981; Levi-Strauss,
1966; Cussler & DeGive, 1952).

1

Of note, however, is that even though velY few researchers focused on why the daily family
mealtime occasion has value to individuals, families, or society, the fact that the family mealtime
setting was selected by numerous researchers as a context for their work shows their implicit
recognition of the impOltance of family mealtime. Their selection of the family mealtime setting for
their study of conversation, changes in customs, patterns of socialization, or effect on health,
constituted inherent acknowledgment that the family dimler time was sufficiently valued by families
that they made it a consistent occasion for conversing and socializing.
Considering that families repeat their mealtimes so constantly over so many years, the
research oversight was surprising. Perhaps it was because the family mealtime occasion was so
firnlly entrenched in the daily schedule that it wasn't perceived as having separate importance. Or
perhaps mealtime was considered part of the domain of home economics where the focus was
on efficiency, aesthetics, aud health of the event rather than the meaning of the event in families'
lives. Maybe the oversight was due to the emphasis in academics on empirical research and on
variables that can be more easily quantified (Dreyfus, 1981; Smith, 1987). For whatever reasons,

I
Effort was made to eliminate duplicate listings. References which highlighted family and mealtime but
contained only recipes were not included, and these accounted for a substantiaillumber of the over 2000 listings
brought to the screen. References to fiction were likewise omitted. Titles Ofl.llcertain content were brought up

individually for special review. Most of the remaining 180 articles were scholarly in nature and were used for
detemlining the categories of mealtime study.

The Conversation grouping included studies of families according to what was said, by whom, or how. Dinner
time was the convenient context as opposed to being the object of study.
Life Style topics contained such things as national polls, employed mothers, shift work, single parents, division of

labor at mealtime, eating out, and how restaurants are changing to acconullodate families.

The Socialization category utilized the mealtime setting to study relationships and complexity offanlily dynamics,
with focus on power and coalition formation in the family, interaction, life space diagrams, and how mealtime
"constructs" the family.
Health issues surrotmding family mealtime centered primarily on eating disorders-how family eating patterns

seem to contribute to obesity or bulimia or excessive finickiness or protracted struggles between family members,
etc. A few of the studies focused on healthy eating habits for families, including for the elderly, and food
acceptance pattems among the young and in various cultures.
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generally absent from mealtime research was attention to how families personally view their
mealtimes together.
My task at this point, then, was to collect and organize from this related body of mealtime
literature those salient ideas which indicate why each related topic has meaning to family mealtime
and how these ideas then relate with those few studies that do target the impOitance of the family
mealtime event itself. This gathered information yields useful description of some fertile soils in
which family mealtime meanings germinate and flourish.

Dimensions of Family Mealtime Which Provide Seedbed for Meanings
Preface
Before introducing the concepts collected from academic literature, I wish to preface with
a few guiding precepts. Meanings are not simply aspects or characteristics of family mealtime.
"Table talk," "ritual," or "cultural transmission" constitute examples of aspects, or dimensions, of
family mealtime. Meanings grow out of such dimensions. Mealtime meanings also evolve out
of the sum of these dimensions, emerging from the total, integrated, cumulative experience
families have with their mealtimes. Mealtime meanings belong to the broad category of
meanings that inspire human enterprise. Meanings are therefore not to be considered as just
another characteristic of the family mealtime.
My examination of meanings seeks to embrace the intelTelatedness and interactions of the
dimensions of family mealtime, the wholeness of the event. Such an ecological approach is a
useful theoretical model for research such as mine because (I) it includes more rather than less,
which guards against omission of potentially pertinent infol1nation at an exploratory stage, and
(2) it helps the researcher be open to the complexities of the holistic way in which family
mealtime comes to mean something to families.
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Five Seedbed Dimensions
Five basic dimensions of the family mealtime finnish seedbed features for meanings in
that they provide ideal soils and nutrients for the germination and growth of family mealtime
meanings. It is human initiative that creates meanings and it is fertile seedbeds that nOlU"ish
those meanings. The five dimensions include the following concepts:
1) Biology and sociology naturally and impellingly converge at the family meal table.
2) Family mealtime plays a prominent role in constructing the unit called "family."
3) The ritual of the family mealtime has consequence in well being for the family and its members.
4) Family mealtime facilitates the socialization of children and the transmission to them of general
culnu·al and specific family values.
5) The frequency of family mealtimes (including the preparation and the clean-up) and the
intensity of member interaction provide a rich menu from which family members interpret
meanings.
1)

Biology and sociology naturally and impellingly couverge at the family table.

Powerful biological and social drives meet and intertwine around the feeding process
(Camp, 1989; Kock & Koch, 1980), and they evoke strong emotions from the very stmi of life.
These inbom needs m·e present and must be credited appropriately with significant contribution to
meanings of family mealtime. Infants need food mId they cannot feed themselves, so mealtime
interaction begins as bi-directional interaction between mother mId child (Birch, 1990). The
nattn·al human feeding situation positions the eating process in a social milieu. And if the young
are to survive, they must not only receive food, they must also have social contact (Troost &
Filsinger, 1993). It might be that sociability itself, independent of feeding, is a slU"vivai instinct.
Scientists studying infants and breast feeding have reason to suspect that infants rouse not only to
eat but to be close to mother (Sears, 1993). Whatever the initiation, the result in human lives
weaves forceful biological mId sociological chives seclU"ely together into a life-long reliance that is
continually brimming with emotion.
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Out of this powerful bio-social reliance come attendant pleasures and pains experienced in
eating or not eating, in feeding and being fed, and which become laden with meanings and
consequences for both the eater and the feeder. The pleasure-pain meanings associated with the
feeding process influence a child's food acceptance pattems and also the child's socioemotional
development (Birch, 1990), which in turn spawn other meanings. By the time the growing child
joins the rest of the family at the dinner table, biological and social meanings have reflected off
each other much like two min-ors in a hallway. The family mealtime event creates and triggers
meanings relating to such social urges as achieving security, relieving tension, attaining status,
influencing others in loving or punishing ways, showing creativity, and providing hospitality
(Douglas, 1981). As Fischler (1980) succinctly states, "Man feeds not only on proteins, fats,
carbohydrates, but also on symbols, myths, fantasies" (Fischler, 1980, p.937). Clearly, biological
drive and social need are compelling forces. These forces naturally motivate mealtime interaction
and their power may be underestimated.

2) Family mealtime plays a prominent role in constructing the family unit.
The family mealtime is an organized family activity which in tum contributes to organizing
the family and creating its sense of unit, or in other words, developing a cohesive family group
(DeVault, 1994). The shared mealtime has meaning for families because it both shapes and gives
shape to a family. As Handel & Whitchurch (1994) describe, "A family creates and maintains
itself through its interaction both inside and outside the family" (p.I). And as Feiring and Lewis
(1987) sum up, family mealtime is filled with "procedure and verbal interaction [which] inten-elate
to form a family system" (p. 389).
Families do not become a unit without plruming and conscious effOit. Family members plan
for their individual paths to come together, and the family mealtime constitutes a fi'equent point in
time and space where families plan to meet in order to take care of their common needs to feed
their bodies and to socialize. The family mealtime routine may be so familiar to family members
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that it seems to occur automatically, which of course, it does not. When DeVault (1994)
interviewed thirty families about their family mealtime responsibilities, she found,
Ifhousehold members are to come together for diuner, someone must organize the meal
so that it becomes a part of several different sequences of events. Family members are
typically involved in various individual activities throughout the day, mostly outside the
household. Their paths do not necessarily cross, and points of intersection must be
planned. Feeding the family is woIi( that makes use of food to organize people and
activities. It is work that negotiates a balance between the sociability of group life and the
concern for individuality that we have come to associate with modern family life (p.300).
DeVault calls tins process "constrncting the family unit." Handel (1994) describes it as fOlming
the "psychosocial interior" of the family, the place "where the members of a family meet and
make a life together" (xxiii).
Cohesive families do make a life together, and family mealtime is considered in the
research on family cohesion. Stiunett, Sanders, DeFrain and Parkhurst (1982) conducted a
national survey among families who consider themselves to be cohesive and strong. These
families consistently ranked their family mealtimes among their top five fi'equent family
activities, stating that it helps them prevent fragmentation of the family unit and it fosters
togetherness. The other activities families listed included enjoying outdoors together, vacations,
church, and SPOltS, none of which approach the frequency of family mealtimes. Similarly Kauer
(1993) found that the number of days per week the family sits down to eat diuner together
cOlTelates positively with family cohesiveness. The cohesive families in her study argued less
often at meals than non-cohesive families. They had more family interaction, planned activities
around the diuner table, and did not watch TV or allow other intelTUptions during mealtime.
Baker (1978) found that mealtime interactions are positive experiences when families have
greater cohesion and less conflict. And families who commit to regular, frequent meals together
repOlt more happiness and love with less conflict (Stiunett & Sauer, 1977) than non-cohesive
families.
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In summary, families establish their family mealtime procedures, then in turn these family

mealtime patterns serve to establish the family. Cohesive families have mealtimes together. The
family strengths literature leaves a major question unanswered, however: To what extent are
families aware of the ways in which mealtime helps construct their family unit?
3) The ritual of the family mealtime has consequence in well being for the family and
its members.
Family rituals shape family life by pairing meaning and emotion with patterned procedures
and interactions (Bossard & Boll, 1950). Dinneltime is a unique and stable family ritual and the
meanings of this ritual lie not just in being together as a family but in the combination of sitting and
eating and talking (Haines, 1988). The main meal of the day is a distinct palt of family life which
provides one of the most, if not the most, frequent opportunities for patterned family procedures and
interactions (Bossard & Boll, 1966; Bossard, 1943).
When family mealtime is a positive and meaningful ritual, not merely perfunctory, it calTies
with it some beneficial consequences: It facilitates family bonding, organizes family meanings by
providing framework, and plays a prot in individual and family identity; it lends security, stability,
and adaptability as the family member relates both within the family and beyond to the broader
community; it provides protection and resiliency in high risk and sh'essful situations (Gribble,
Cowan, Wyman, et.al, 1993; Fiese, 1992; Yingling, 1991; McCubbin & McCubbin, 1988; Wolin,
Bennett, Noonan & Teitelbaum, 1980). Negative perceptions of the family mealtime experience
also have acknowledged consequences, such as eating disorders, but consideration of these is
beyond the scope of my research.
When a family routinely gathers to eat at the table to converse pleasantly, actively
welcoming child participation, this ritual seems connected to success in school. Table talk
commonly centers on school and children's activities (Hall, 1980; Bossard, 1943). Children
practice vocabulary skills; they learn to describe, explain, and narrate, which abilities cOHelate
positively with early school success (Beals, 1991). Dinner table conversation has also been shown
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to improve interaction skills for deaf and hearing impaired children (Bodner-Johnson, 1988).
National Merit Scholars were surveyed in order to identify conunon contributors to their
achievement. They were surveyed regarding study habits, school size, family income, church
attendance, diet, allowance, and television viewing habits. "Surprisingly, these good students had
this in conunon: a daily uninterrupted cfumer hour with their family,jUll of conversation about the
day's activities" (Rosemond, 1989,p.23). Reader's Digest reported a similar relationship when it
investigated "What's Behind Success in School?" (Wildavsky, 1994). They administered forty test
questions covering math, science, literature, geography, and history and government. Sixty percent
of those children who ate dinner with their families four or more times per week scored high. Of
children who ate with their families three or fewer times per week, only forty-two percent scored
high.
4) Family mealtime facilitates the socialization of children and the transmission to them
of cultural and specific family values.
Not apparent from general family mealtime readings is how families respond to cultural
pressures. My research brought home to me how families, either consciously or unconsciously,
continually evaluate and SOlt out not only which local customs they will adopt or adapt but also
which generational family practices they will continue.
Family mealtime is a training table for future civilization. Lorenz (1966) has pointed out that
if civilized society endures, it does so because civility passes from one generation to the next. "It
is especially in the seemingly unimportant everyday cultural rituals which we call manners, that the
triple function of all rituals, phyletic and cultural, can be best demonstrated: conununication,
control of aggression, and bond-formation" (p.252). Daily dinner table socialization certainly fits
into the "manners" category; entire books have even been devoted to explaining the derivation of
table manners and why they have meaning (Visser, 1986). And Bellah (1990) perceives the
mealtime gathering as having import significant enough to family life to eam it the designation
"the family sacrament-the place where children leam the terms of civil discourse" (p.230).
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The family mealtime has long been accepted by behavioral scientists as a key time when
values [md an interface with and are transmitted to the next generation (Blum-Kulka, 1994; Camp,
1989; Fischler, 1980; Bossard & Boll, 1966; Bossard, 1943). General roles, rules, and values
coalesce at the family dinner table (Dreyer & Dreyer, 1973; Bossard & Boll, 1966).

Feiring and

Lewis (1977) desctibe the family mealtime experience as "a central multifaceted context in which
the child's socialisation takes place. [It is] filled with information conceming sex-role behavior,
social marmers and habits, and interpersonal relations between parents and children" (p.377).
Ruddick (1989) asserts that a parent is responsible to train the child in the manner ofhislher
culture and in moral responsibility to that culture. The family mealtime acts as a natural setting for
such teaching. Following the politeness rule "Don't bite mommy's nipple" means that the infant
obeys a mannerly practice that will allow the baby to receive sustenance essential to its survival.
"Don't blow on your soup" educates the child in the courteous ways of the larger culture, upon
which the child also depends for sustenance and survival.
Cultural values show up in the physical setting and work associated with family mealtime
and are readily observed in the foods served or customary times of eating; non-physical mealtime
values are less obvious but they likely playa greater role in the socialization and value
transmission process. To illustrate, new research by Blum-Kulka (1997) reveals with extraordinary
detail and analysis how ordinaty family dinner conversation has a direct relationship with
sociability and socialization, where sociability means a "union with others [where] talking is an
end in itself" (p.16l), and socialization refers to table manners, appropriate conversation, and
family cohesiveness. Parents pass on their broader culture's sense of politeness, for example, in
the COlTect manners they encourage at the table or in how they guide conversation as it shifts topics
that address the family mealtime situation itself, such as seating and food, or urgent familial needs
like school and activities, or such non-immediate themes as weather, tv, politics, religion, family
stories, dinner guests, etc. Values are continually an integral part of family mealtimes.
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Another example of cultural transmission and family values deals with the stlUctme of
family mealtime and the role that the mother assumes. She is usually in charge of organizing the
family mealtime event. This is apparent as she directs the physical work--the seating
arrangements, preparing and serving food, taking care ofleft-overs, governing the amount of time
spent eating, conversation priorities, and clean up (Bossard, 1943). At a non-physical level, the
mother's family mealtime accOlmtability is not as obvious. It occms almost imperceptibly,
intermingled with daily activity--coordinating schedules to facilitate the family's being able to sit
down together, discerning and responding to food preferences, assuming responsibility for her
family's food health, attending to emotional good will at the table, and in general doing whatever
she feels that her family mealtime event requires (DeVault, 1991).
5) The frequeucy of family mealtimes (including the preparatiou aud the clean-up)
aud its iuteusity of member iuteraction provide a rich menu from which family members
interpret meanings.

"Secming food and eating together entails an intensifYing of communication and increase in
the rate of interaction to a degree found in no other act repeated so constantly," so declare
Lowenberg, et.al. (1968, p.134). Bossard (1943) proclaims that the social significance of family
mealtime lies in its continuing repetition over a period of years. Family mealtime occms day in
and day out for years, and each of these thousands of interactive mealtimes stir with personal yet
shared meanings (DeVatilt, 1991). The sheer number of lifetime family meals means that family
mealtime has impact. Add to that number the complex interaction that accompanies mealtime, and
logic indicates that family mealtime has innumerable personal and family meanings.
Verbal interaction is the most common family mealtime interaction [see Figme I], serving
up whatever topics interest family members. Bossard (1943) found that it is precisely at the dining
table that the family is apt to come together for an extended period of time, to be at ease, to have
prayer and family council, and to talle together. Families sometimes experience conflict dming
dinneliallc (Muncaster, 1993; Vuchinich, 1986; Bossard, 1943). Family mealtime conversation
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usually allows everyone in the family to pruiicipate, including the littlest ones (Haines, 1988;
Feiring & Lewis, 1978; Dreyer & Dreyer, 1973; Bossard, 1943), but access to conversation does
not imply equal access (Tolson, 1991; Hall, 1980). The general exchange of information informs
all family members of each individual member's current status (Feiring & Lewis, 1992; 1982).
Dinner discussions ru'e inter-generational, familial "we" events shared with children, and as
such, cany out important socializing functions by emphasizing table marmers, language skills, and
family cohesiveness (Blum-Kulka, 1997). During mealtime conversations family members "reveal,
and hy out, their abilities on each other" (Bossard, 1943, p.297). The table audience constantly
evaluates and molds personality h'aits by responding or withholding response. Meanings abound
and proliferate amid this dynamic interaction.
Family mealtime broadens in interactive scope and meaning as it includes mealtime
preparation and clean up. As the family members participate in preparation and clean up, the
individual's role in family work becomes clearly defmed (Bossru'd, 1943). The family member
experiences family work, which work AhIander and Bahr (1994) propose is "essential to the
physical, mental, and spiritual maintenance of a fruuily group" (p.65). The interaction time during
family mealtime preparation and clean-up warrants inclusion as a dimension of family mealtime
which spawns meanings.
Summary of the Dimensions of Family Mealtime
My search ofliterahn'e has brought together many widely scattered ideas from anthropology,
sociology, psychology, biology, folkways, healthcru'e, and home economics, ruld grouped them into
five dimensions that closely link to fruuily mealtime meanings. These dimensions provide fertile
seedbed for the germination and growth of meanings. They include 1) the dinner time
convergence of two powerful human drives--the need for food and the need for social interchange;
2) the role the mealtime plays in constructing the family into an identifiable, functioning nnit; 3)
the beneficial consequences associated with the family mealtime when it is a positive, meaningful
ritual; 4) the socialization of and value h'ansmission to the next generation; and 5) the potential
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of the family mealtime to can)' influence based solely on frequency and sheer collective number of
face-to-face interactions. With an awareness of what is learned from the literature, it is appropriate
now to clarify motivation for this particular research into meanings and to proceed with describing
the project.
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Chapter Three: Methodology
Motivation for this Research
As an operational definition, meaning will be the reasons family members give for why
family meals are important to them. Meaning will also include interpretations which the analysis of
their mealtime practices seems to indicate. Because meaning offamily mealtime has not
previously had its own research category, it is particularly important to establish and designate the
basic motivations for such research. The five dimensions of family mealtime discussed previously
snpply a motivational fonndation. This section is designed to firm up that fonndation by
developing the following points:
1) Backgronnd research on family mealtime led me to the belief that the family mealtime has been
comparatively nnder-investigated by academic researchers.
2) I fonnd that the research connected to family mealtime had not in the main dealt with either the
intangible elements or the hands-on work that is integral to the family mealtime.
3) My fn·sthand knowledge from family mealtime experience--life's school--and my knowledge
from scholastic literatnre reinforced each other in convincing me of the value of pnrsuing research
into meanings of family mealtime.
4) Onr era in history seems to be a time of transition for the family mealtime.
5) Investigating meanings could help defme and organize a basic framework for family mealtime
research.
I now elaborate on each of these statements.
(1) From my readings on the subject of family mealtime, I became convinced that family
mealtime is nnder-studied in relation to the potential it holds for benefiting families. The
backgronnd literatnre search (Fig. I) turned up a surprisingly limited mnnber of references, as
noted in the Review of Literatnre section. The much-cited Bossard (1943) seems to have begtm
social study of falnilies at mealtime. After Dreyer and Dreyer (1973) repeated his recommendation
that mealtime be given serious research consideration, a few researchers in the 1970's and '80's
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conducted studies using the family mealtime setting for their work. Some recent, in-depth research
by DeVault (1991) and Blum-Kulka (1997) once again called reseru:ch attention to the family
mealtime. Such an understudied yet highly recommended area is an open door deserving of a
closer look.
(2) While reading the family mealtime literature, I noticed that basic family words were
absent, words that characterize the intangible dimensions that are part of good family life and
mealtimes-love, covenant, kindness, thoughtfulness, compassion, unselfishness, spirituality,
moral values, sacrifice. Most of the listed research involving family mealtime dealt with
conversation, life style, socialization, health, and ritual (see Figure 1). But recently as feminist
scholarship took shape, some of the intangibles began to be described-a woman's work oflove,
the construction of the emotional life of the family, women's ways of caring (DeVault, 1994;
Milhnan, 1994). Bahr & Bahr (1996) make a case for including these less tangible, difficult-toquantifY dimensions in family studies. In general, important meanings get overlooked when
exploratory research is undertaken with an academic bias that excludes such elements as love and
sacrifice. These elements give value and meaning to family life and must be included if family
research intends to benefit families optimally. My study includes some of these "less precisely"
measured elements with the hope that it will contribute to academic articulation of core qualities
that are integral to good family life but difficult to evaluate in traditional academy.
Another aspect absent from most of the literature is the ever-present, hands-on work of
family mealtime. Home economists, of course, have studied the efficiency and quality of food
preparation and clean up. A few feminist studies address inequality of workload (Douthitt, 1989;
Shafer & Shafer, 1989; Robinson, 1988) and employed mothers (Miller, 1990; Condran & Bode,
1982). DeVault (1991) includes mealtime work in her interviews when she asks who does the
mealtime shopping and preparation. In their treatise on housework, Ahlander and Bahr (1995)
point out that traditional studies of housework are based on economic assumptions. They argue
that housework, which includes the preparing and serving of food, in actuality has its basis in
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moral obligation, not economic reciprocity, and should be viewed as family work, work that
includes "transcendent value in face-to-face interaction" (p.64). My research sets out to include
families' experiences with family mealtime work, their attitudes, and the transcendent values
families associate with mealtime work.
(3) For this research project in behavioral science, I look at the family mealtime as an
integrated, multi-disciplinary rendezvous that occurs with repetitive fi'equency over a lifetime. But
there is no escaping the personal involvement of my home experience. It is actually because of my
mealtime experience, as integrated with knowledge from published literature, that I carry within
me an urgency to document meanings.
My practical experience as a child included dealing with menus, family relationships, and
work assignments. Mother insisted that we sit down to eat a healthy breakfast together, even if we
were late and could see the bus starting down Nyman's lane. On rushed momings I hoped that one
of us kids would say the prayer so it would be ShOlto On less pressed momings I remember
watching Grandfather Packer eat his hot cereal by flipping his spoon upside down just as it reached
his mouth. He told us stories ofthe good old days. My brother made clever jokes and my sister
laughed. We had to sit at the table until we had eaten what had been prepared for us. Sometimes it
took a long time to mnster enough courage and ketchup to eat liver and onions. We were a family
of six including Grandpa, increasing to eight when we adopted four-year-old twins. Whenever
Grandpa washed the dishes, we children scrambled to get the table cleared and dishes stacked
before he stalted washing. Grandpa just started washing whichever pot was at hand, and we
thought drying was much easier when the dishes came in like groups. Evenings we all ate together.
Mother sometimes Sallg as she worked in the kitchen. She spattered the window with dish suds
when waving to passers-by. My father often thanked her for her efforts with family mealtimes.
My family mealtime education as a parent in life's school included adaptations of the
mealtime pattems Jim and I knew fi'om our pal'ents' homes, adding to those pattems a conscious
awareness that mealtimes together were good for our family. We had five children, two girls then
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three boys, thirteen years apart oldest to youngest. We planned for our family to breakfast
together, essentially everyday when the children were in elementary and middle school. The
breakfast all together was not as consistent when the older children attended early morning
seminary and the younger boys were still in elementary school. During this phase of life we often
said two morning prayers at two breakfast times. During much of grade school the kids came home
for lunch and I mostly looked forward to that time together; contact during lunch seemed to
recharge our batteries. Evening meals were consistently eaten together, with very few exceptions.
Sundays the whole family helped get the pot roast and potatoes served and cleaned up. Variation
came as we adjusted assigmnents with age changes. Sllllday evenings we frequently invited friends
over for cheese sandwiches. I seldom minded the actual family mealtime work itself, but I did not
like to feel abandoned to it by the rest of the family. Now as we are "oldly weds" I enjoy listening
to my husband read aloud as I prepare meals. I also like how he scolds me if I try to do the
dishes-that's his job, he says.
As parents we consciously planned to eat meals together, but we did not consciously count
on family mealtime to construct our family, that is, to develop our sense of group and belonging to
it. I learned this descriptive term later fi'om academic articles. We just "knew" that it was very
important, so we arranged schedules and worked toward having meals together. As we became
more mature and experienced parents, as the two youngest of our five children became confident
teenagers with new and interesting dinner table conversations, and as they willingly worked with
us to prepare and clean up, we came to dearly love and look fOlward to our mealtimes together.
Our children say they did, too. I would recapture that time in could. My practical experience
linked closely with the knowledge from published literature to finiher anchor motivation for my
research into meanings of family mealtime.

(4) The literature review, pilot interviews, and firsthand knowledge pointed toward the
likelihood that the family mealtime is currently facing changes of a basic nature. The American life
style has moved from basically rural at the beginning of this centmy to mostly urban as the year 2000
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approaches, and family mealtime customs have changed in response to families' life-style changes.
Families used to work locally on farms and in communities; they ate meals together at home.
Industrialization and modernization began to separate most families from food production, its
accompanying work, and its three-meals-a-day eating style. Transitions make valuable social study
points.
Eating together has become one more arrangement in the family schedule.
Contemporary schedules crowd with economic pressures and numerous school and leisure activities.
Father and mother often eam their family livelihood outside the home and must coordinate work
shifts, commuting distances, and children's differing school schedules, all of which complicate the
observance of sharing daily meals. The microwave oven, packaged foods, and eating out have
become popular heroes in the daily fight against time, prompting home economists and social
commentators to describe family eating as "grazing" and to conclude that "the institutionalized,
ritualized meal-the highly socialized form of the act of eating-is regressing, while another pattem of
eating is rapidly expanding, namely nibbling and snacking" (Fischler, 1980, p.946). "It is a rare
family that eats all three meals together today, " observes Miller (1990, p.26).
Family life-style changes challenge the previous stability of the daily family mealtime as an
institution (Herpin, 1988). Popular magazines and newspaper articles feature contradictory reports:
"Survey Says Family Dinner Alive and Well" (May 13, 1997, Herald Accent, Provo, UT), or
"Survey Says Family Meals are History in U.S." (Nov.28, 1996, Fort Lauderdale Sun-Sentinel). The
National Survey of Families and Households (1992, 1987) indicates that families nowadays do not
regularly eat three meals a day together, but about half of American families still eat dinner together
almost every day. A collective look at survey data about family mealtime trends reveals that while
the frequency of daily family mealtime went down £i'om the late 1970' s, it leveled off during the late
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1980's and '90's? Figme 2 shows that the number offamilies sharing a daily mealtime five to
seven times a week levels out at fifty percent participation.

Figure 2, Some National Surveys on Family Mealtime Frequency
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Americans have not abandoned the family mealtime ritual, but we seem uncertain as to whether to
continue the custom or add it to society's endangered habit list. These surveys reveal changes in
frequency of family mealtime but there is very little research about how families respond to cuitmal
influences on their mealtimes or how values held by families influence their response to community
customs. By interviewing several generations of a family, my research collects and preserves
meaningful family mealtime information dming a time of cuitmal change.
(5) The topical family mealtime literatme documents important aspects of the family
mealtime, but very little of it reaches into what the gathering-at-the-table means to those families
who do it. Before a researcher pmsues any pm1icular path of study, it seems imp0l1ant to pay
attention to the natives who live in the telTitory and to enlist then- help in sketching a map,
identifying important lmldmm'ks, and guiding om exploration of the telTain. Family mealtimes as
Surveys indicate that increase in family income is associated with an increase in meals eaten away from home
(Miller, 1990). It is interesting to review the food industry trends and find that food marketers and restaurants
enterprisingly compete for increased discretionary income available to families who want to eat together but do not
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want to fix dinner (Bard, 1992; Conan, 1992; Koeppel, 1990).
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seen through the eyes of "native" families give social scientists insights which establish a basic
conceptual frame of reference, add significant dimension to cunent knowledge, and point to
fiuitful future studies.
It is uue that with information from previous research and from OUI' own personal

experience, we can reasonably guess at what may be important about the family mealtime and why
it has meaning to families. However, it seems somewhat anogant for us to conduct serious family
mealtime research without including in a major way those families who treaSUI'e their family
mealtime experiences. As with all beginning exploration, we do not have the advantage of hind
sight and therefore experience a degree of muddle. But unless we begin to chart uncharted
tenitory, there will be nothing about which to have hindsight. My report is palt of that beginning,
and it is about families who make the effort to gather at the table every day for meals.
The fOlUldation and framework which I have thus far outlined lands us at a point where we
can ask families, What does family mealtime mean to you?
The Question
My research centers on families who have told me that they, and their several generations
of family, sU'ongly value their family mealtimes together. Because the American culture does not
"impose" family mealtime habits as it once did, I assmne tl1at having meals together as families
makes a statement about its importance to these families. I asked, Why do you value your family

mealtimes? What does the family mealtime mean to you? Why is it worth your effort?
The Approach
I docmnent, compare, and preserve in family-life context the perceived meanings of
intimate family mealtimes. I study experienced family mealtime practitioners and I pattern
my work after that of the academic folldorists who docUlnent, compare, and preserve cookery
in its cultural contexts. Folklorists do not separate cookery from its ethnic settings nor fi'om
its history; and they coined a word to capture the wholeness-10odways (Camp, 1989). So the
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word foodways by definition assumes the relational aspects among cultme and food, the
inten-elated system of cookery with its social expressions and meanings among peoples. In
similar fashion, I suggest that the family mealtime represeuts more than the eating. The telID

family mealtime includes the work and the gathering and the talking and the eating.
I selected the personal interview as the most suitable approach for studying family
mealtinte meanings because the personal interview allowed me freedom to explore individual
experience as perceived by the participants. In-depth interviews yield "thick descriptions"
(Geeliz, 1975) and, on a small scale, can be can-ied out by one person.
Any scientific inquiry requires consideration of both the usefulness and the
limitations of the approach. Ideally research includes several methods in order to have
breadth and generalizability as well as depth and personal application. As Slife and Williams
(1995) have noted, science is an enterprise in which no one single language explains
everything sufficiently: "As every language opens the world to us in some ways, it closes
down in other ways" (Slife & Williams, 1995, p.195). I proceed with the acknowledgment
that my primary language of personal interview opens meanings in some ways but not in
others. I speak some of the language of smvey in a brief statistical reference which resulted
because of a question raised by my analysis of the interviews. The two languages
complement and confirm mutual [mdings.
I also note here that my personal experience both benefits and limits my research.
Because I am part of the family mealtime population from which I selected my sample, I had
the advantage of the "inside view." I began research knowing some likely meanings of
family mealtinte. My firsthand experience allowed me to recognize as valid the comments,
experiences, and values expressed by the interviewees. The inside view, however, came with
a personal eagerness which needed tempering and with inherent blind spots which needed
complementing from the outside.
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Getting Started

My research began well before the formal interviews. Casual conversations eased
me into informal question and answer sessions. Unfortunately, I found no "how to begin
from the beginning" information; forltmately, I had an ethnography class which outlined
sound guiding principles. And fortunately also, people were friendly. I include herein
substantial detail about "beginning at the beginning" with the hope that it both enrich the
report and provide helpful reference points for other beginning interviewers.
Early interviews
Everyday conversations gave me practice asking questions and gauging responses. I
started taking notes and later wished that I had kept record in one single notebook. When
friends asked me about my school activities, I told them that I study family mealtime. They
volunteered their mealtime experiences.

InfOlmally I leamed that it was effective to ask,

"What was family mealtime like when you were a child? What is it like now that you are a
parent?" I found that people whose families eat meals together seemed very willing, and at
times eager, to talk about their family mealtimes. Those who said they did not have meals
together usually wished aloud that they did. Frequently I was refelTed to a close relative who
felt slt'ongly about having family mealtimes together.
I sought people from widely varying cultmes and experimented with tape-recorded
interviewing. When we visited New Zealand and Australia, I talked with people. Almost
everyone I chatted with or interviewed seemed at first a little surprised to leam that I was
studying such an ordinary topic as "family mealtime." Then with scarcely a breath between
they began telling me about their own family mealtimes--in New Zealand, a university
professor, father of two young daughters; in Australia, a young jewelry retailer, father of a
one-year old; a hotel maid, single mother of one nine-year-old and two young adult
daughters; an unmalTied graduate student from the Philippines; a homemaker from Taiwan
married to an American, parent of a two-and-a-halfyear-old girl; and back home, a health
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care nmse, mruried, mother of five adult children, whose family of childhood ate dinners
together but whose father used the time for emotional and verbal abuse. I tape recorded and
transcribed these six interviews. With the exception of the American nmse, these early
interviewees reported pleasant family mealtimes both as children and adults.
From the diversity of this small srunple I learned that finding out about family
mealtimes was delightfully interesting but surprisingly difficult to get at the meanings
associated with family mealtimes. The interview trrulSCripts revealed little about the name of
meanings. Because of this initial experience, I set about developing a longer and more
specific list of common questions. I drew from the pool of what people had formally and
infOimally shared with me. I envisioned that these more detailed questions would not only
serve as springboard and fi'runework but, more impOliantIy, serve to access meanings by
providing buffer time for participants to think consciously about meanings as the interview
developed. The following questions served as a guide to the mealtime interviews:

? As aframe ofreference, could you tell me what mealtime was like when you were growing
up? (brealifast, lunch, dinner)
Who came to dinner? How many? What ages?
What time of day?
How were family notified that it was mealtime?
Did you sit down around a table? Were there assigned seats?
Who prepared the meal?
How were finicky eaters dealt with?
Who cleaned up? How didfamily members participate?
What were the conversations like? Who took the lead? Did everyone feel free to
participate?
What emotions do you associate with your mealtime memories?
Is there afunny mealtime story you recall?
Were other things going on (e.g., TV, reading)?
Were there any special rules your family had, any particular customs you recall?
(e.g. prayer, eat everything on your plate)
What differences were made in mealtimes at the various stages of the family?
How often did your family eat out? How do the different family members feel
about eating out?
How do you think your spouse feels about mealtimes?

? In what ways do you think mealtime was important to your family? Did you notice any
difference in the family when you had meals together and when you did not? Does anything
happen in relationships among family members?
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? What were meals like when you were a parent?
(Repeat the above questions?)

? What differences do you notice between mealtime when you were a child and when you are
a parent?
? Is there anything else your family does together as often as (or more often than) family
mealtimes? Are there other times your family does family things together which you like?
Learning to use the questions required more interviewing acumen than I anticipated.
I already knew that people quite naturally include much of this information as they tell about
their mealtimes, without the need for a rigid question-answer format. I learned that when I
read questions from a paper, or even when I started the interview with several specific
questions, the interviewees tended to respond only to the questions. They did not readily
volunteer additional information. TIns essentially meant I was doing survey interviews
instead of my intended in-depth exploratory interviews. The participants also tended to act as
if there were "colTecf' or "expected" answers: "I'm not sure that's how it should be," "Have
I got it right?" or "Is that the answer you want?" The procedure that ultimately worked was
to state the general purpose of my interview when I initially set up the appointment, then
repeat that general purpose at the begimring of the interview. In a relaxed mamler, I would
start with the following information:

"r anl investigating meanings of fanrily mealtime.

I

want to understand why you and your family value your fanrily mealtime. I will ask you
about what fanrily mealtimes were like when you were a child growing up and what they
were like while you were a parent raising children. Please tell me what you think is
important and why family mealtime has meaning for you."

It worked best to set the stage with the two guiding questions, What was fanrily
mealtime like when you were a child growing up? What is mealtime like now that you are a
parent? Then it was helpful to use the detail questions as needed to develop the
conversations. Some interviewees needed only the gentle nudge of the general questions and
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they automatically filled in details. Other participants appreciated help getting started with
questions about some details of their family mealtimes. It was important in this exploratory
research that the interview style not restrict data gathering to that information which I, the
interviewer, had in mind. Experience taught me that interviewees volunteer fresh insights if
the atmosphere invites them to do so. As I became accustomed to using enough questions to
guide the conversation yet not dictate it, the interviews became more comfOllable for the
prulicipants and for me. It becrune extraordinarily pleasant research.
In addition to leru'ning how to initiate and conduct interviews, I unexpectedly leruned

that as a mle people had not previously thought about what family mealtime means to them.
They just "knew" what they liked and jockeyed towards that. They also lmew what they did
not like, and they figured out how to minimize that. Pallicipants valued the family mealtime
tt'adition highly, but they had not, for the most part, gone through a specific thOUght process
to ruliculate those meanings. They knew ahead oftime that I was concentrating on family
mealtime meanings. I reminded them again at the beginning of each interview. Still, most
participants found verbal fOlIDulation of family mealtime meanings to be a new experience.
Serendipity gifted me the best question for getting at meanings of frunily mealtime.
During One eru'ly interview I was feeling a bit desperate to get beyond the usual descriptions
and into meanings. I ventured, What advice would you give to a young married couple

regarding family mealtimes? What if a young couple came to you for advice on family
mealtime. How would you advise them? This question acted almost like magic as the
prulicipants began talking about why family mealtime was impO!lant. I adapted this question
for the younger interviewees, What do you want your family mealtimes to be lil(e when you
have a family? As the interviewees began to advise this hypothetical yOlmg family, they
began to address meanings of frunily mealtime and to figure out ways to phrase their
perceptions.
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Two steering insights
The early interviews hinted that while many people seem eager to share family
mealtime information, they hedge away from committing more than just a short time to do so.

n seemed pmdent, therefore, to inquire among my friends and acquaintances to find families
who not only feel strongly about family mealtime but who also feel enough regard for me that
they, and subsequently their kin, would be willing to spend the time required to gather indepth information. Looldng back, this was a C011"ect and helpful supposition.
As I was conducting the early interviews and informally asking people about their
family mealtimes, I noticed variations in family mealtime practices that seemed related to
particular age groups: Parents frequently commented that mealtimes back when they were
growing up were much different from mealtimes now that they are parents raising children.
It seemed important to investigate the differences. My study, therefore, became multigenerational among related families.

The Interviewees
For this research I set out to identify and personally interview related grandparents,
parents, and young adult children from among a population of families who have (or had) at
least one meal per day together most days of the week over a period of years when their
children are (were) growing up tlu·ough elementary and high school. These families affirm
that they highly value their mealtimes together. I recruited from among middle-age parents,
then I branched out to include their parents and children. In all I was able to tape record
interviews with tlu-ee generations from tlu·ee families, four generations from one family, and
five generations from another family, the most recent generations being umualTied adult
children or newly ma11"ied couples.
Figure 3 summarizes an historical continuity of the interviewed families, showing
tile interviewee ages, their stages in life, and indicating their family constellations.
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Figure 3. Interviewees and their Families
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The participants represent a wide range of age groups and stages in family life cycle.
Describing this representation poses some difficulties not common to survey research and even
somewhat unique to interview research. It is a simple task to describe the participants at the fixed
time of interviews, for example, there were 27 persons interviewed, the oldest interviewee was
104 years of age, the youngest 7. There were eleven males and sixteen females, two greatgrandmothers, five grandmothers, six mid-age parents, one mother of young children, five young
adults in their early twenties, four teens, and four preteens. Difficttlties arise, however, when
recalling that these individuals were reporting on their family mealtimes. First of all this means
that they tr'ied to represent their families, not just themselves as individuals. Secondly, some
spoke for two family units-one as a child and one as a parent. This means a representation of 26
individual family units-a total of 44 parents eating meals with 132 children-with the time span of
these mealtimes stretching over a hundred years of family living.
The families I interviewed participated without remuneration and I tried to be very aware
of their generosity with their time by limiting my questions to meanings of mealtime and picking
up what demographic information I could during the natural storytelling time of the interview.
Another time I might be bolder in asking pruticipants to provide more specific demographic
infOlmation about their family histories separate fi'om the interview itself. For this reseru'ch, I
concentrated on discovering perceived meanings and gleaned what demographic detail I could
from the transcripts and from personal observation of their surroundings and activities.
I present the following demographic material not to defme the families but to acquaint the
reader with the overall nature of the collective groups of families over the yeru's as represented by
the interviewees. For the most part, these Caucasian families spent their lives in small towns or
cities ruld in ruTaI areas of the Intel1nountain West. The iuterviewees affiliate religiously with The
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, all but one family unit actively. One maniage is
inter-racial, Samoan-Caucasian. As described in the interviews, family economic circumstances
were poorer in the earlier generations. Today's frunilies span the middle class range, with one
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upper-class family unit. The occupations of earlier generations included trades people, teachers,
homemakers, one physician, and farm and ranch families. The later generations work in business,
schools and universities, one as a dentist, and as homemakers. The later generations have more
formal schooling than their predecessors, with the cU11'ent young adults all having college plans,
which coincides with fmdings that family mealtime can contribute to success in school. Two of
the interviewed women raised children alone after their husbands died. One interviewee divorced
and remarried. In one family the father was deaf. The smallest participating family unit has two
children; the largest has fomteen in a step-family; one two-parent family had eleven children,
making up the largest group of children born to the same two parents. The average family size
was 6.3 children.
These families have each been assigned individual and family pseudonyms. Effort has
been made to keep names consistent with their original heritage and generation; the aliases are
stylized by alphabet letter in order that the reader may be continually reminded of family
cOimections. For example, one family has names all beginning with the letter "C", while another
family has been assigned the letter "N". Since the meanings of Samoan names have an ancient
and often sacred history, I requested that the family choose the Samoan pseudonyms.
The interviews followed strict genealogy lines except for the Cutler family, which
followed an alternate genealogy: grandmother, mother, and a granddaughter who is the mother's
niece. Two spouses were also interviewed, the mother in the N011'is family and the father in the
Grayson family. Figme 4 indicates the family groupings and interview an'angement, that is,
whether it was an individual or a group interview:
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Figure 4. The Interview Groupings·
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I interviewed neighbors (NolTis), whose parents were planning to visit from southem
Utah and whose young adult children I knew comfortably. The two parents and grandmother
were interviewed individually, and four of the children talked with me as a group. Our dentist
and his wife (Grayson) have parents living in town and one adult son still at home. All four
were interviewed individually. One of my husband's colleagues (Locke) learned of my
project and told me that I could probably talk not only with his mother and his children but
with his l04-year-old grandmother. (She passed away two months after our interview.) The
grandmother and mother were interviewed together, the father alone, and the children
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together and alone in shifts one evening. A long-time family friend (Cutler) in northern Utah
agreed to tell me about mealtimes with her fourteen children, five were hers and six his, plus
three more together. I met separately with Mrs. Cutler, her daughter, and a granddaughter.
As mentioned, the three were not in direct generational line. Another neighbor (Jones) told
me that she, her mother, and her grandmother, who is 99, would be happy to share their
history of mealtimes in their large families. This meeting was an inter-generational group
interview, and I spoke later with two of the young children. All of these friends, with their
children, their parents, and two grandparents, make up the five groups of families which I
studied-all selected for initial participation because of their family mealtime experience.

Conducting the Principal Interviews
Before each interview I reviewed the list of questions. In refelTing to various life
stages, I selected terms referring to the school-age stages-elementary, middle, high school.
For the most part, pruticipants seemed to mentally situate themselves in their time of active
family mealtimes, either CUlTent or past. At the end of each interview, I asked permission to
contact the participants later with any follow-up questions. Evelyone was very gracious in
extending me that privilege.
The interviews took place primru'ily in the homes of the palticipants. Two were at
my home. I ate dinner with four of the families. My husband and I were invited to one home
for a large home-style celebration dinner where I observed the interactions of three
generations of extended family. We were invited to share mealtime with the frunily of one of
the pilot interviewees. We dined on the patio with another couple and their adult son. Since
this is a family where the mother no longer cooks, I brought the food. Another interview took
place while the father ate dinner with his children as they came and went in shifts. Being a
participant observer gave me first-hand opportunity to observe the family interactions during
mealtime. I sensed their family closeness and reciprocal love which they talked about in the
interviews.
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The interviews began and ended with expression of my appreciation. I set the stage
by telling participants that I wanted to learn what family mealtime means to them and by
asking if they would please tell me what family mealtimes were like when they were children
growing up and when they were parents raising children. The interviewees then described
how they pulled the white table on wheels out from the wall to the center of the room or how
they squeezed behind the big square table onto the bench along the wall. They recalled the
wash bowl by the door and how they would all wash up and go over to the table and sit down.
Families told me how many children assembled at the table, how they did or did not sit in the
same places, or how they ate evelY evening at 6 p.m. They rang the dinner bell or announced
in fme family tradition, "Breakfast now being served in the diner, first call for breakfast in
the Amtrain." They described how hungry they got waiting for dad to get home so the family
could eat or how hectic mealtime was during the time their divorced mom was going to
university and working. They spoke about how much fun it was to tall( about daily
happenings and concems around the dinner table and about how nice it was to plan as a
group and just visit together as a family.
The who, what, when, where questions helped us get into the interview and at times
to keep the focus on mealtimes rather than other memories. These "questions in common"
also gave me a visual picture of their specific family mealtimes and provided points of
reference for analysis of the interviews as a collection. When I relied on my memory of the
questions, no longer carrying a list, the participants seemed unhampered with a notion of
"what it was that I was after." By and large, the richness of the interviews came from
participants' thinking about and talking about what mal<es (made) their family mealtimes
meaningful to them. The more mechanical and stmctural details of the family mealtime
experience seemed swallowed up by their recollections of family interactions and their
feelings about being together.
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Analyzing the Interview Transcripts
I began analysis by transcribing and reading the interviews. I made notes during the

later read-through's. I brought the more "factual" infonnation into summary form by placing
the interviewee name at the top of a page and summarizing his or her interview under two
headings, "As a Child Growing Up" and "As a Parent Raising Children." I listed sibling
order and number of children, ages, places where they lived, the type of work they and their
parents did, special family circumstances such as step-relationships, along with mealtime
habits that I had specifically asked about, including who prepared the meal, where they sat,
was the TV on, who cleaned up, etc. I created a summary chaIt to help me keep track of the
entire group. I also drew a time line to place these family mealtime experiences in historical
context. (Figures 3 and 4 are refmements of these early work charts.)
With the more concrete infonnation outlined, I identified statements that seemed
indicative of values and meanings. With differently colored markers I highlighted each
comment by family group and personal identity. Using an extra copy of the marked
interviews, I cut the statements apart and laid them out on two long donnitory tables. I
grouped comments by topic, such as Sunday dinners, table conversations, work associated
with family mealtime, happy memories, etc. The words of the participants often made
natural names for the categories, e.g., "joy in being together," "comtect and bond." With the
quotations that were hard to place, I faced that perennial mealtime dilemma: What do I do
with the left-overs? Eventually these left-over quotes found a natural place or were set aside
as peripheral. I pondered the quotes. I looked for pattems, comtections, and meanings. My
thinking became clearer as I discussed this work with my family and sought to answer
questions they had about my reasonings. This process was an exciting one as I began to
grasp comtections and think of implications. Eventually the pattems and their relationships
became more describable and seemed to take a defensible shape, at times seeming too
obvious, at other times just beyond understanding. And of course, the "findings" were
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continually in revision. I kept the interview texts in colored pOltable pocket folders for
continual easy reference and reading.
A problem with designation of the interviewees needed to be addressed at the very
beginning. I had several generations of interviews from several families, and the
genealogical interview lines did not necessarily carry the same last name. In order to keep
references clear when the same people repOlted on both the family in which they grew up and
the family in which they parented, I chose one surname as title for each of the five family
groups, hence, the Locke, the Jones, the Cutler, the Grayson, and the Norris families.
Included under these umbrella surnames are the several related generations of individual
family units (i.e., the mother/father and children growing up). Within the five main family
groups, I usually refer to the individual interviewees by first name, by age at the time of
interview, and sometimes by the life stage, as in, "Lyle (50) as a child growing up," or" Lyle
(50) as a father of seven children."
Another issue of importance which was critical to my analysis was sOlting among the
many influences on family mealtime in order to think about them without losing the many
complex connections. As noted in the review ofliterature, family members are moved
simultaneously by varied forces-biology, religious beliefs, psychology, sociology, history,
culture, etc. These multiple influences were apparent in the interview context. As an analyst
of a family topic, I faced a common dilemma: how can one divide the material into topics
which are easily discussed yet not do grave injustice to this critical nexus of multiple forces?
The big meanings of family mealtime cross all of the lines we draw in our attempts to analyze
and report. The participants in this study neither experience nor view family mealtime in
compartments: conversation at the table is pmt of an awareness of other family members,
which involves connecting and bonding, which is pmt of love, and love is often shown
through food selection and preparation and when cleaning up together or by doing it the way
mother did or because it is right, mId so on. The overlap is constant. To bOlTOW a literary
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term, family meaning flows without boundaries in a "stream of consciousness." This poses a
problem in organizing and reporting fmdings in specific ways while keeping the wholeness of
it all in mind.

In addition, my task as researcher is not only to collect, organize, and repOli
particular meanings but also to watch for over-arching meanings that come from studying the
collection as a whole. With the responsibility of all of this, there is great temptation to tidy
the task by placing this complex matrix in definitive categories, arranging the individual
meanings like the separate bones of a skeleton. But family mealtime resists this type of
dismantling-with-intent-to-reassemble approach. Stripping ideas and quotations to their
essential skeleton does not present them in their "meaning" ways. Some ligature, some
connective tissue must remain with each dissection. "Meanings" are alive, and it is precisely
"life" that a skeleton lacks. DUling the interviews, participants themselves found it difficult to
isolate meanings because of the intelTelatedness of their beliefs, emotions, and hungers.
My attempted solution to the problem of simplifYing the complex while at the same
time keeping in mind the complexity of interwoven relatedness is two fold: I do not strip an
illustrative qnotation to its bare minimum, or if I do at times sh·ip it, I allow it to overlap
another bare quote. So at times I leave quotations embedded in a bit of the context in which
the interviewee placed it. I leave a bit of flesh on the bone. At other times I cite stripped-tothe-bone quotations but I allow these bones to overlap. In these ways I illush·ate categories
not only by examples of meanings from the interviews but also in the ways in which
patiicipants view meanings and create meanings--connected to and embedded in other
aspects. These at·e folkways of understanding. This marmer of presentation serves also to
remind us that these paliicipants were formulating thoughts as they went. They were making
unceasing effort during the interviews to contemplate and atiiculate meanings they valued but
had not necessat·ily put into words.
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Chapter Four: Fiudiugs and Meanings
This chapter begins with two [rodings that became apparent in the overall analysis of
the interviews, namely, the influence of an underlying assumption of individual choice and a
change in mealtime frequency. I then include examples from the interviews which illustrate
culture and value transmission, followed by the central meanings of family mealtime as
repOlted by the five families.

An Assumption of EntitIement to Individual Choice
Bellah (1985) reports a changing balance in America between commitment to family
interests and individualism. Various forces pull the family together while others pull it apart.
Work demands, after-school activities, and television often receive blame for a decrease in
time spent together as a family. A review of my data indicates probability of an additional
and even stronger force pulling at family togetherness, a force that I did not find ruticulated
in the mealtime literature, an asslUnption that individual freedom of choice takes precedence
over the family interest when there is conflict between them at mealtime.
With the exception of one family lUut, both parents' and children's comments, and
even their mealtime practices, seemed to preSlUne the priority of individual choice when it
comes to menu preference and mealtime attendance. This priOlity of individual choice seems
responsible at least in prut for the stress that modern mothers feel in trying to satisfY each
frunily member's food preference and meal schedule.
With the modernization of society, more food choices and eating options have
become available. Along with the many mealtime choices, the idea also seems to have
developed that the individual is entitled to be able to choose from among the many available
alternatives. Mothers in particular face tlus entitlement issue when they work to select foods
and balance schedules according to that which is good for the family and that which is good
for the individuals in the family. The families interviewed were c1eru'ly disturbed when the
many different individual activities kept them fi'om daily meals together, but their very
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descriptions ascribe fault to the activities as preventing meals together, overlooking the
option that family members could also choose to give priority to meals together. There is
assumption of a basic choice already made: the individual interest comes ahead of the family
interest.
This concept of priority of individual interest over family interest finds illustration as
mothers in modem times notice and try to reconcile the numerous options available to family
members. The mothers I interviewed claimed responsibility to plan and oversee the mealtime
work, and they mostly commented that it was worth their trouble. These mothers were
accustomed to showing love through meals and were reared with the expectation that young
children gather at family mealtime to accept their offerings. They struggled to maintain a
commitment to family mealtimes, however, as their children became older and more able to
take care of their own needs and as their high school and college children participated in
multiple activities both outside and inside their homes. These many varied individual
activities meant it was often difficult to arrange time together. The families experienced
"shift eating" and "no-shows." These mothers said they were convinced that getting together
for meals was important, but they didn't feel like preparing meals for people who didn't
come, and they did not particularly like having to work so hard to get the family all together.
They frequently contemplated how to solve the problem.
One solution to the dilemma is the historically unprecedented option to cook or not to
cook. Gayle Grayson (54) recalled that once they had children, "I was very dedicated that
they should be fed and grow." While her fom children were pre-schoolers then in elementary
school, middle and on into high school, Gayle prepared their meals and directed family
mealtime preparations and clean-up, but as her children grew up things changed. Her
husband Grant (54) reported,
When tl,e children were young, we ate at home regularly, three meals a day. And
my wife would fix lunches, and we had breakfast and lunch and dirmer. ... When
the children became teenagers, my wife continued to cook but was beginning to
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get frustrated because [tbe children] were never home ... so that's when she began
to phase out of cooking at all. And I don't blame her at all for tbat. She dropped
tbe weekends... and about that time, hmch was, as she called it, 'fix-it-yom-own-i'
[a verbal play on "macaroni"]. [lfmy schedule] would permit, then it was my favorite
thing to fix tbe whole thing-waffles, pancakes, omelets-tbat's what I loved, so
I fixed tbat. And Gayle was getting awfully happy to have me do that, so that
worked out fme.
As the older Grayson children became more and more involved in high school and
chmch activities with their friends, tbeir attendance at family mealtime became more and
more unpredictable. Their son Glendon (24) said his mom was really good at allowing and
supporting their individual pmsuits, which meant she didn't insist tbat they come to meals.
Dming tbis time period Dr. Grayson himself could not always arrange to be home from his
office at a guaranteed time. He was also active in professional and community organizations
and sometimes had evening dumers to attend-or luncheons-and sometimes he would
forget to tell his wife. Gayle often tried to please his "gommet palate," and he didn't want to
disappoint her by not eating what she had fixed. He would try to eat again at home, but
Gayle noticed how he picked at the food. It was dming these years of trying to navigate a
busy family launching out into the community tbat Gayle began suffering from chronic
fatigue syndrome, witbout knowing exactly what it was. Also about tbis time Grant received
a chmch assignment to be a bishop and his dental office was understaffed, so Gayle was
assisting him at tlle office. To help lighten the mealtime preparation load, Grant would often
suggest that tbey all go out to eat or pick up sometbillg on the way home. Out of all of tbese
combined life cU'cumstances, Gayle concluded,
There's no reason to spend fom homs cooking it and cleaning it up and chopping
for it, and then have no one here to eat it...so after a while I just said, "Hey, I'm not
going to go around feeling mad. l'mjust going to change tbe system. We're living
in a world where we have to adjust to what we have to adjust to .. .Ijust won't
cook."
It was at this point tbat tbe Grayson family became acquainted with which restamants

made which specialties-tbey would often meet at the restamant for dhmer. They became so
familiar witb tbeir favorite places tbat tlley didn't even need to open tbe menu cards.
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Sometimes they would phone one of the take-out numbers they had by now memorized377-RIBS-and eat at home. Tony or Prestwich may have done the cooking, but the
Grayson's valued their time together enough to try to continue eating together despite busy
schedules and mom's resignation as chef.
In by-gone years families could choose to eat at home or at Grandma Naomi's or
Aunt Jo's. Public restaurants were not as popular or affordable. As Carolyn (50) observed,
"One thing I remember about my childhood as opposed to my children's childhood is that I
don't remember one time in my whole growing-up years that our family ever went out to eat."
The Norris family found a different solution to the same problem-teenagers
involved in their own diverging lives and mothers struggling with perceptions of underappreciation and inadequacy. Nuanua (51) expressed concem, "We're not doing what we're
supposed to" [with respect to eating together]. Her children recalled that their mom always
cooked when they were younger. Nuanua said that it was meaningful work to fix meals for
her family when they could all be there. But as the Norris twins were finishing high school
and entering college and two other children were immersing themselves in high school,
church, and teenage activities, Nuanua wondered how to deal with their fragmenting dirmer
hour. She wanted her children to be happily involved in good activities. She also felt
committed to dinners together but was spending her time preparing food for people who
weren't coming to eat. One day she asked her visiting teacher how she managed her busy
family's mealtimes. Her friend's suggestion seemed like a good solution at the time-stock
the panny and refrigerator and let family members eat according to their individual
convenience. However, this "fix-it-your-own-i" style was not as satisfYing to Nuanua and her
husband. Even the children noticed a difference when the family was not getting together
each day for family mealtime. Although the Norris's currently snuggle to re-establish a daily
family mealtime pattem, they unanimously choose fervent allegiance to a pattem of Sunday
dirmer together.
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The problem of a picky palate also seems associated with society's general ideas
about individual freedom of choice. Food preferences have become a significant issue, not
uncommonly a confrontational issue for families. Natalie Norris (20) expressed her
frustration when she took a turn cooking:
There have been times when I make stuff and there have been times when people
don't like it. Then you just feel like, man, I put in all that time. It's like an act of
love. You went through all this trouble for those you love and then they don't like it,
and it just feels kind oflike you're rejected.
Earlier generations did not have as many mealtime choices as today's generation.
Lorraine (82) remembered, "During the depression, a lot of times we had repeats--a lot of
pink-eye beans, creamed peas." Families selected a seasonal mealtime menu from their
home-grown gardens and cellars. Older generations of children did not always like what was
set before them, but they sat at the table tmtil they cleaned up their plates. Claudia (75)
emphasized how shameful it is that children, including her grandchildren, waste so much
food and that their parents allow them to. The Norris children mentioned how "fussy" their
youngest sister is in comparison to them. Juliann (II) and Jason (9) Jones were exuberant in
telling me about the foods they did and did not like, although Jason made certain I knew that
he likes lots of stuff. Juliann was pickier: "If it's something I don't like, I'll just, you know,
throw it around the table [to Jason to eat] and try to push it back into the bowl or something
like that. And I'll raid the ice cream or something like that."
Children of today tend to think in terms of having their own personal mealtime
preferences, while the idea that a family member should be free to choose an individualized
menu is foreign to the older generations. Today there is an abundance of ready-to-eat food,
harvested and preserved by machine and readily available at one of many local grocery
stores, which means that mom can not only choose to cook family meals or pmchase them
ready made, it also means that family members can individually pop the dirmer of choice into
the microwave at their convenience. Bellah (1990) points out that with the microwave oven
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and the marketing of meals specifically targeting children, it is possible for children to
literally feed themselves. It means that families can consume with little or no personal
investment in the food preparation process; food can make it to the dinner table "untouched
by human hands," as Keebler's elves used to brag in their cookie commercials. Greatgrandma Lola (104) remembered only two instances when her children were fussy eatersone daughter regularly refused oatmeal and once her children rudely refused to eat their
grandmother's beans. Lola's daughter Lorraine (82) did not dispute her mother's memory,
and she herself reports that she and her husband did not have fussy eaters in their family.
The children either ate what was on their plates or they went without.
None of the grandmothers recalled fi.!ssy eaters as a major issue. Mothers of
currently yOlmg children mentioned it as an on-going problem. The plentiful number of
mealtime options means that children today don't just eat what's on their plates or nothing at
all. Parents and children in my study found that they must deal with multiplying options and
the attendant undercurrent of entitlement to individual choice. The easy solution was to stop
cooking or an·anging a family meal.
A Family Mealtime Frequeucy Rule
Countering the influence of individual choice on family mealtime is the repOited
feeling that families should be together for meals and that they want to be together for meals.
Mealtime seems a natural choice for spending time together. However, one way families have
adjusted to tllese competing interests is by changing the fi·equency of meals together. This
change is particularly apparent when comparing the changes in mealtime frequency across
generations.
The contemporary generations in all five families experienced the same basic shifts
in fi·equency of their family mealtime practices. Those bom ru·olrod the turn of the century
expected to have three home-cooked meals together, with the major meal, termed "dinner,"
being the noonday meal, the smaller evening meal being called "supper." Those bom in the
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1920' s no longer expected to have the noon meal together (children ate at school, fathers at
work), but they did expect to sit down at home with each other for breakfast and supper,
supper having become the major meal and commonly referred to as "dinner." Those
participants born mid-century still expected to have breakfast and dinner at home, but
breakfast began to take on a freer form. The experience of my families in this era paralleled
the experiences in DeVault's research (1994). Half of her households quickly fed breakfast to
the children while the parents were busy doing other work. DeVault also found that while
dinners were more well defmed and consistently arranged, they, too, were "disrupted by the
scheduling of outside activities" (p.3 7). Those people in my study who were born around the
last qnarter of this centmy continue varions breakfast arrangements, lunch away from home,
and they begin to miss a nllll1ber of the evening family meals during the week. They do,
however, count on a substantial, convivial, uninterrupted Sunday dinner together.
To put flesh on this skeleton of basic shift in pattern, the idea had never occurred to
our 104-year-old Grandma Lola that her family might not adjust their individual schedules to
accommodate mealtimes. Simply, "it was expected." Her daughter and contemporary
generation now in their eighties and seventies reported that eating together was their
"accepted" practice. It was never an option in these women's minds. When we look at their
children, who grew up with this "accepted" family mealtime practice and who now parent
teens and yOlmg adults, Lola's grandson represents that age group. Lyle (50) hadn't really
thought about why tlley have family mealtime, "It's just something that I do," he commented.
Yet it is Lyle and his contemporaries who typically have changed the previous generation's
accepted mealtime practice by individualizing breakfast and adjusting evening dinners to
accommodate children's school schedules and individual activities. These young adult
children, whose parents changed the mealtime habits to accommodate them, have adjusted not
ouly their mealtime habits but tlleiJ: root expectation. Children born in the 1970's, do not
speak out of a solid expectation that family mealtime is the accepted practice, but they do
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speak out of their strong hope that family mealtime will be part of their family life. Lola's
great-grandson Lowell (25) indicated, "My wife and I will try to eat together as often as we
can as we have children, but as a young lawyer it's going to be kind of hard for me to have a
rigid time when I come home. But I think it's ahnost worth it because if you don't set like a
pretty rigid time at least Monday through Thursday, then it ahnost will never happen, except
for Sunday." The long-unquestioned tradition of family mealtime seems to have entered a
reahn of question at the most basic level, that of our paradigms.
After documenting and comparing families' mealtime habits and attitudes from three
and four generations, I suggest the existence of A Family Mealtime Frequency Rule: Despite
a sincere devotion to the family meal and its value for families, actual mealtime practices are
influenced more by society and its cultural pressures than by the participant families'
allegiance to mealtime values. Among my groups there was one notable exception to this
rule, and only one. Carolyn Cutler and her husband both adamantly suppOlled a daily family
mealtime policy-breakfast and dinner together every day during the school year, with rare
exception.
To sum up some of these concepts, families over the past two and three generations
have changed their eating habits. There has been a decline in the number of meals which
families eat together, a widespread decline bom out in national surveys and documented in
the lives of the families I interviewed. This decline in eating together occurs eVen among
families who claim a strong allegiance to the h'adition of a family mealtime. Yet despite the
decline and despite predictions from Strasser (1982) and others that America would become a
"grazing society," national surveys indicate that the number of family dinners together
leveled off. There is indication of opposing forces: Families seem to experience a pull to be
together for dinner and they experience a pull from societal emphasis on individual freedom
of choice.
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In view of these observations, I decided to compare my fmdings with a large national

sample. It seemed to me that the percentage of family meals eaten together, reported by
national surveys at 50%, could be attributed primarily to the biological necessity and logical
efficiency of feeding the young. I therefore predicted a substantial drop in family mealtimes
eaten together when passing from the population of families with only elementary-age children
to the population of families with children in their mid to late teens. That is, I expected to fmd
family mealtime adherence at a percentage substantially higher than 50% for families whose
lead children were no older than elementary-school age and substantially lower than 50% for
families whose lead children were of high-school ages.
I consulted the National Survey of Families and Households, a federally funded,
nation-wide survey which conducted personal-interview surveys along with written
questionnaires from a random geographical sample representative of families in the United
States. This huge smvey makes its collected data available generally for study. Following is a
snmmary of what I found.
In 1987 the survey asked, How many days last week did you eat breakfast or dinner

with at least one of the children? The possible answers were, for each of breakfast and dinner,
0-7. Here is the dinner response for 7 meals together.
1987, children ages only 5-10
1987, children ages only 11-14
1987, children ages only 15-18

7 dinners with at least I child:
63.8%
53.8%
35.4%

In 1992 the Survey asked the same question without the breakfast option. Here is the

response:
7 dinners with at least 1 child:
1992, children now 11-14 (had been 6-10):
1992, children now 15-18 (had been 11-14):
1992, children now 19-23 (had been 15-18):

51.5%
35.1%
(too few respondents to credit value)
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If we were to go no further than these fignres, then I would be tempted to consider
my conjectnre established--families do indeed eat together basically in order to take care of the
young--and, I believe, my information would be deceiving.
If we go a step beyond investigation of families who repOli eating dinner 7 days each
week to include families who eat a majority--4 or more--of their dinners together each week,
how would the two age-groups compare then? Families who eat a majority of dilmers
together seem a more representative measW'e of family intent and value placed on family than
looking solely at "7-day-dinner" families. Indil'ectly from the survey data we can answer the
question, What percentage of the families had a majority of their weekly dinners with at least
one child?
1987, ages
1992, ages
1987, ages
1992, ages
1987, ages

Majority (4 to 7) of meals with at least I child
5-10
88.8%
11-14 (had been 6-10)
85.6%
11-14
87.4%
15-18 (had been 11-14)
74.0%
15-18
71.4%

The above-listed fi'equency percentages confmu stability of a family mealtime
practice regardless of ages of school children. These surprising fignres suggest validity of a
Family Mealthne Frequency Principle: Because a family mealthne is the preferred way to care
for major biological and social needs of families, the family mealtime ritual is the most
fi'equent interactive family activity. When we also recall the literatW'e on strong families and
what they list that makes tllem strong (Sthnlett, Sanders, DeFrain and ParkhW'st, 1992), there
appears no other family activity that approaches the fi'equency of meals together.
Ostensibly then, even though families are affected by society's pressW'es and options,
they also adjust these pressW'es and options in the direction of their convictions, which
includes mealthne togetherness. Particularly when children are young and their biological
vulnerability highest, the vast majority (aInlOst 90%) of American families attempt to fulfill
tllis need to eat by having family mealtime together. When cllildren are older and more
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independent, then other demands and options take their toll; nevertheless, a large majority
(more than 70%) attempt to have meals together.
My interview families are among the majority of American families who struggle
with the divisive demands of school and work as they attempt to pull their families together by
sharing a daily meal. The interview families and, in light of the survey information, many
other American families seem velY aware that things which they value (for example, family
mealtinle) al"e threatened by aspects of American society. This awareness will be illustrated
later in a section which highlights how families seek to protect the dinner hour £i·om outside
inhusion.
There is a mealtinle tension revealed by the interviews and survey information:
Despite the reduced attention that modern living pays to the family mealtime ritual, the family
mealtinle shows itself to be resilient as a continuing h·adition. Family mealtinle remains
meaningful enough to a surprisingly significant majority of families with growing children that
they adhere to the practice of eating together. (A cautionalY reminder seems in order at this
point: The number of meals together indicates intent of families to spend time together; it
does not indicate the quality of that tinle together.)
Transmission of Culture and Values
Information from the interviews provides examples of culture and value transmission,
culture being habits and practices and value encompassing attitudes. It seemed helpful to
think of transmission in two ways: Vertical Influence-that which is passed from one

generation down to the following generation-and Horizontal Influence-that which is
shared across an age cohort.
Judging from the families I interviewed, those who are now parents have adopted
customs £i·om theil" childhood without necessarily thinking about why. "[Family mealtinle] was
just a way oflife," LOlTaine (82) recalled, "we accepted that that's the way it should be and we
did it." Judy remembered during our interview that she had really appreciated her mother's
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help with homework during dinner preparation. At the moment Judy verbalized the memory
she made a cOlmection, "Now I know why I have my kids do their homework while I fix
dinner!" Another example of vertical influence, Lyle (50) thought back, "My father made
wheat mush, honey and milk for breakfast. Then we'd have what I called dessert--pancakes or
waffles or french toast, but always after wheat mush." This custom continues in adaptation as
Lyle fixes his children dessert for breakfast.
Values adopted among an age cohOlt, or those values shared among contemporary
family members, can be thought of as patt of horizontal influence. Parents and brothers and
sisters influence one another's attitudes in such things as working together doing mealtime
tasks, saying a blessing on the food, successfully sharing the expectation that family members
show up for dinner time, and telling jokes during table talk. Horizontal customs and attitudes
may also be accepted by up-coming generations and thus passed on veltically.
Meanings of Family Mealtime
Family mealtime takes on significant meaning largely because family meals must be
dealt with mUltiple times every day for many years. I identified eight principal meaningladen pattems:

# I The directive work and the physical work offamily mealtime are expressions oflove and
commitment and are at times sources of fiustration.
# 2 Family mealtime has spiritual significance for these families. They say prayers at family
mealtime, and they associate sacred feelings with the togethemess of family mealtime.
#3 The families in all generations try to protect the family dinner hour fi'om outside
intmsion.

# 4 These families acknowledge and appreciate that they have nothing else as consistent or
as insistent that brings them together as a family.
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#5 Table talk means opportunity for each family member to be part of the family group
through participation in discussion. During mealtimes families plan and talk about the
things that are important to each and to all of them.
# 6 Participants state unanimously that family mealtime connects and bonds their family

group.

# 7 Families fmdjoy in being together and they lament the decline in family mealtime
caused by busy schedules and the natural aging of the family.
# 8 Sunday Dirmer carries heightened anticipation-families like the food, they resist
pressures of time, and they count on everyone's being there to interact.
#1 The directive work and the physical work of family mealtime are expressions of love
and commitment and are at times sources of frustration.
This fIrst meaning can be subdivided into three areas: a) The mothers in this study

love their families. They are dedicated to caringfor them by doing and directingfamily
mealtime work, and their husbands and children are variously aware and appreciative of
moms' efforts. b) Husbands and wives both consider husband's help an expression of loving
support to the Wife and to the family mealtime cause.

c) Mothers, fathers, and children

often view the physical work that is part offamily mealtime as opportunity for meaningful
interaction. The following discussion is an elaboration of these four ideas.
a)

The mothers in this study love their families. They are dedicated to caringfor them by
doing and directingfamily mealtime work, and their husbands and children are variously
aware and appreciative of moms' efforts. Without exception, the families in my study
follow the historical and cultural pattern documented by DeVault (1991), in which
mothers direct family mealtime, "an activity that produces the sociability and connection
to group life" (p.228). Like mothers iu geueral, the participant mothers feel a biological,
a historical and a personal responsibility to care for their young. These women love their
husbands and childreu and want to manifest that love. They fmd that preparing food and
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directing family mealtime activities provide a generally satisfYing natm-al avenue to
demonstrate their commitment and love.
Claudia Cutler (75) quite enjoyed cooking. "[The children] still talk about the
cinnamon rolls I make, and they didn't last very long." Is cooking one way she let her family
know she loved them? "I hope so. I really hope so." Great-grandmother Lola (104)
appreciates her daughter's love and service to her and she compliments the food and the
cook, "LolTaine (82) has a lovely kettle."
Genieve Grayson (75) is described by her son-in-law and grandson as "a great
cook!!" and an example of a mother/grandmother who puts love into her family's mealtimes.
Her daughter described her as "a very dedicated cook. She would work all day long then she
would come home and cook meals." Her husband would alTive home from work between 6
and 6:30, and they and their two daughters would eat together each evening. Until the
extended family grew too large in number, Genieve continued to cook frequently for children
and grandchildren'S birthdays and holidays. She is convinced that good cooking keeps
families close: "If you like to cook and people like to eat and they like good food, they're
going to be there!"
The children who were "there" recognized to some degree that mother-love is
channeled into family mealtimes through the food. Grandmother Naomi NOlTis(72) reported
that her mother did not particularly like to cook, but her children Imew that she did enjoy
feeding her family, "because preparing meals was a form of showing her love for us. And if
we [children] ate well, she felt like she'd done her duty. I don't think we ever held back
when it was mealtime." Although food of itself can be very satisfYing, in this description the
child is aware that her mother's love is enveloped in the food, and the children ate well in
acknowledgment of that association. Fourth-born Nofosauni NOlTis (19) remembered when
his older siblings were gone to elementary school:
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I was sitting at the table in Arizona one time. And [Mom1would be at the stove
cooking something just for me. I was the only kid home and she'd be talking to me,
cooking me things for breakfast. And I think it was puffy oven pancakes that she
would make. And 1just really loved those! ... And I just thought how great my mom
was. I was the only one home, but she was cooking for me. It was-I'd just-1
mean, she was cooking for me. I just felt she loved me. She was at the stove
cooking for a little kid who probably wouldn't know the difference if she just gave
him something out of a can or something.
His sister Natalie (20) shared similar recollections, adding her opinion that their mother fmds
it meaningful to present the food in a lovely way for her family:
When we were YOlmger she would cook for us every meal. And she always cooked
elaborate meals, like that puffy oven pancake thing. I remember she'd get out the
whipped cream. She'd get out the canned blueberries and cherries and set them in
this dish. And then she'd always get out the syrup, and she'd, like, have this
elaborate spread. And I remember she always-too, about the dishes she uses at
dinner. Like, I don't care if you cook a stew in the pot and then put the pot on the
table. I don't care. Like it's not a big deal. I'm sure that when I have my own
family I'll think, "That's not aesthetically pleasing." But, like, with my mom, she's
like, "Don't put that dish on the table. That dish is ugly." Even when it's just our
family. She likes evelything to look nice. For it to be a nice enviromnent even when
we sit down to eat.
I asked these young adult children sitting there together, "So you think it did make a
difference to you, that she went to that trouble?" Noel, Natalie, Nofo, and Norman answered
in overlapping "Yeah's." Nofosauni added, "It made mealtime a not just-get-it-over-with
thing. She wanted it to be nice and she made it something important to her. It was important
to us, too. It wasn't anything like, you know, we knew mealtime was going to be a bonding
time and things. We just knew it was important, so-it was."
Christy Cutler (23) told me that aesthetics means a lot to her mom, also--it's a "big
deal" how the food is presented. When Christy and her husband return to her childhood home
for dinners, Christy said that she can't take any food to contribute unless it is presented in a
nice little basket or with a flower or special napkin or something. "My husband doesn't
understand why," she says. But Christy understands and likes this aspect of their family
meals because visual appeal means "I care about family mealtime." Christy additionally
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appreciates how much her mother cared about family mealtime and said that she feels
inadequate by comparison:
Every day of my life, my whole childhood growing up, my mom always had a dinner
that she made, home-made dinner at home on the table, all four courses, all four
squares-you know, all the food groups. That was just really important And the
funny thing is that if my mom was going to be at work, she'd leave a casserole ready
in the refrigerator, leave a note, or would wake me up in the morniug and say,
"Okay, for dinner tonight we've got carrot sticks and here's a casserole." She
couldn't just leave it [for us] to fend for ourselves. We would rarely go out to dinner
or anything. [Meals1were always really good homemade-and always together. I
think that it kind of became ... a way of my mom showing love for us.
Sometimes when Christy was in high school, dinnertime was adjusted to later in the evening
so they could eat together as a family. She is confident that her strong family mealtime
values have a great deal to do with her mother's home cooking.
Christy's Aunt Carolyn (50) and family have maintained a well-established family
mealtime routine through eight children. The youngest is now thirteen years of age.
Momings during the school year the family assembles for scripture reading, family prayer,
and eating breakfast together. Except for an occasional "bad-hair day" or someone shutting
off his alarm, this breakfast pattem is a consistent daily, school-year happening. Evenings,
dinner is prepared and served at 6 o'clock. Dad comes home and the children have always
been expected to be there. If the children forget to come home on time, their future curfew is
half an hour before dinner instead of five minutes before. Family mealtime for this branch of
the Cutler family has sm'Vived tlle busy schedules and attendant time pressures of the
children's high school and college years, no small accomplishment in today' s world. Carolyn
(50) described how this regularity is attended to:
It is a lot of work, especially as busy as you get to be, to know that you have to be

home at 5 o'clock to get dhmer on the table by 6 every night. Sometimes it's really
very difficult to do that. Then it kind of gets to be a habit. At first it's more
difficult...it becomes-not easy but something you're used to doing. It's just part
of your routine .. .rt does require commitment. Sometimes I think it would be nice
not to have to-lots oftimes I think it would be nice not to have to do that, but...we
have seen some rewards from it.... So it's worth it-and important!
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Naomi Norris (72) agreed with Carolyn's viewpoint: "At the time it was a chore. I
had to feed the kids." Then Naomi added the perspective of years: "But I think these [family
mealtimes] were the things that made them [the children] feel close to one another, and they
still like to get together. That's one of the things that mealtime together brings about, is that
it kind of welds this closeness." I observed that closeness at a family dinner. These nowgrown brothers and sister acted warmly, sometimes teasingly, as they looked out for one
another, worked together, and served the family, including special attention to their elderly
parents.
b) Husbands and wives both consider husband's help an expression of loving support to the
Wife and to the family mealtime cause.

The fathers and older sons said they frequently

participate in mealtime activities, particularly in doing dishes after dinner, and they are glad
to help. As might be expected, this participation by fathers constitutes a change from the
grandparent generation to the parent/grandchild generations. The grandmothers rep0l1ed that
their husbands never or only occasionally helped. Genieve (75) admitted that she probably
didn't really want her husband helping in the kitchen anyway. Claudia (75) reported that her
husband was in charge ofbarbequing turkey outdoors for their sUll1lller catering business, and
only occasionally would he cook inside: "The only thing he liked to make was macaroni and
tomatoes. And that's all it was--macaroni with a bottle of tomatoes. My children still tell
stories about his macaroni and tomatoes!"
As also might be expected, dads' participation is seen as helping mom, as a show of
love and support for her and tlle mealtime. June (67) remembered fondly the times when she
and her husband did dishes together and talked after the kids were taken care of for the
evening. Generally speaking, the men fi'om that generation contributed to family life in ways
otller than mealtime. More recently, the Locke men seem representative of the groups.
Newlywed Lowell (25) rep0l1ed, "My wife and I have a deal where she does all the cooking
and I do all the washing, and so we have sort of specialization of labor, and it seems to go
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well." His father Lyle (50) described his own involvement: "1 occasionally cook, usually
under my wife's direction. She will tell me what to fix and 1 don't mind doing that. A couple
of times a year 1 like to make chicken soup. She always organizes the dinner meal and she
usually cooks it." Every husband interviewed and every husband mentioned by wives
endorsed the practice of family mealtime either verbally and/or with active, willing
participation. The interviewed wives see their husbands as supp011ive of mealtime together
whether or not the husbands help with the physical work.
c) Mothers, fathers, and children often view the physical work that is part offamily mealtime

as an opportunity for meaningful interaction. Mothers and fathers often structure their
family mealtime preparation and clean-up work to include their children because they
consider the work to be valuable to the children and to the family. Many of the participant
families see the physical jobs as an opportunity to get the work done and to interact with
family members in doing the mealtime work together. "1 wouldu't do all the work as long as
[the children] could get around and work a little," says Grandma Lola (104). "Everybody
pitched in, whoever was home," commented LOlTaine (82).
Judy (35) remembered when she was a school gU'I:
1 sat on the cabulet and my mom read me the spelling words while she made dinner.
Or when 1 had to memorize a poem, 1 sat on the cabinet while mom memorized the
poem with me while she did the cookillg, and I'd sit there and go over and over this
poem. And 1 remember all of this ... 1 also remember when 1 had a really bad day
with a girlfriend, that is basically when [Mom] and 1 would talk, is while [she was]
prepal'ing the meal. And that is when 1 would really open up to [her] and say, "This
friend's doing this to me," 01' "I'm so mad about this." But it was never a fOl'ffial sit
down. It was never a, "Judy, why a1'e you so depressed today?" It was Mom was
doing cooking and I'd come in there and she'd just get me to stmttalkillg. And
that's when I'd shal'e my feelings with [her]. 1 think that's when 1 grew the closest to
[her] was during cooking time.
Judy noted that she ca11'ies on a mealtime preparation! homework tradition with her own
children, and she acknowledged some difficulty with children who m'e young: "It is
fiustrating to prepare meals with kids under foot and hungry."
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Carolyn (50)was one among fomieen children. She recalled,
We had our night that we needed to cook and we had our night that we did dishes. I
remember doing dishes a lot with my mom and talking with her. We had a dish
washer but we didn't use it very much I remember stacks and stacks of dishes to
do." Her mother also remembers those dishes:
Each [child] had a turn and I would help. That was a really valuable time
strengthening the relationships between myself and members of the family on a oneto-one basis, because that was a time when we would be alone together, and we did
a lot of talking about problems they had-"people are picking on me," "this girl
doesn't like me." [One son] had difficulty with his reading [so we used] flash cards
in between the dishes. Snch a valnable time ... for them to get things off their chest
[and] for me to assess their personality characteristics and to get better acquainted
with them and to appreciate the good things.
The children in the interviewed families fi'equently help with dishes and clean-up,
and they sometimes help their mothers set the table, peel vegetables, and occasionally cook.
Natalie (20) remembered,
There were times when we like made the meal all together, like if we made
homemade pizza or we'd sit around and we'd make like caramel popcorn balls
together. We'd actually spend more time making things, and you remember things
like that. I think the actual making of it was more of a bonding experience than
maybe actually eating the meal, because you'd spend time talking and working
together actually preparing it.
Some of the interviewees commented that as children they did not always want to
help in the kitchen, but they liked working with other family members as compared with
doing the work alone. Genieve (75) spoke of having the assigmnent, in her turn, to cook and
clean up by herself for all the meals on a particular day of the week. Genieve's (75) mother
died when Genieve was eight and next-to-youngest in her family. As her older sisters left
home to many and go to college, Genieve grew into her tum for kitchen duty. I italicize
some clue words in her comments that reveal how lonely she felt about that assigmnent:
"One thing I have noticed about my [nine grandchildren] though ... when they are done eating,
they all pick up tlleir plate and take it to the sink and clean it ofLthat 's very helpji,l, I've

always thought, to think how they'll pick up their plates and take them to the sink where you
don't have to make a million trips." Evelyone helps because, as Genieve's son-in-law
pointed out, "My wife [Gayle] was very organized and she would have people assigned to
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clean up .. .!t was lmpemtissable for anyone to leave the kitchen 'til the whole kitchen was
done. I think the clean-up prui, the working together was good." Son Glendon (24)
commented, "There's a certain family bonding, I think, that when you make dinner as a
family or even when you clean up as a family, you know, you've got the kids running around
whipping each other with the towels, or splashing water...."
Families approach mealtime work in a wide variety of ways with a variety of
responses, and all parents mentioned some frustrations. Yet despite the mealtime
frustrations, these participants expressed their commitment to and love for their families and
for their mealtimes together. These families sit down together for daily meals because theirs
is, as Elshtain (1982) telms it, a "covenant" relationsltip, not just a "contractual" one. They
perceive their motivation as love, not merely legal responsibility. The "covenant" fmds
illustTation in Gayle Grayson (54), who no longer cooks because of the overwhehning
f11lstTations of people not showing up. Her decision constitutes a break with her mother·s
tradition. But like her mother, she treasures the eating time together with her children and
grandchildren, and she sees mealtime as a time to draw families closer together. Both mother
and daughter recalled coincidental opportunities to host grruldsons for lunches, and both
invested similar personal attention. Genieve treated Gayle's sons to their favorite meals of
stewed clticken or grilled-cheese sandwich and half a grapefruit on their ways home from
school. Gayle fixed lunches and ate with her young grandson while his mother was finishing
college. Gayle suggested that she could have chosen to have four-year-old Gruy sit at the
counter and tum on the television. But to Gayle, family means finding out about what they
think and feel, and she believes that mealtime is a great time to do that. So Gayle and little
Gary sat together at a wooden, child-size picnic table. Gayle dished their bean-with-bacon
soup, cut GalY's melted-cheese sandwich into little pieces and asked, "Gruy, how do you
think you would feel if you were a pine tree?" And he told her.
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# 2 Family mealtime has spiritual significance for these families. They say prayers at
family mealtime, and they associate sacred feelings with the togetherness of family
mealtime.

Specific prayer customs combine with general sacred beliefs about family and
contribute to family mealtime meanings and practices. The families that make up this study
have been taught from their scriptmes and from chmch pUlpits that the Family is ordained of
God. They have been encomaged to have daily family prayer and to teach their children to
pray. They pray for family members by name, including family members who are not at
home for the prayer, a custom that reminds members they belong. Except for one Cutler
family unit, all of the generations link family prayer with family mealtime. And that one
family did have "a blessing when I was younger, " said Christy (23), and "then we didn't."
The participant families say a prayer of thanks and petition God to bless their food and family
as they gather to eat together:
"We always had a blessing [n·st." (June, 67)
"EvelY meal included a family prayer." (Judy, 35)
"Mornings and evenings the family knelt for prayers. Noon was the sit-down
blessing." (Naomi, 72)
Sister Nuanua Non-is' up-bringing in a traditional Samoan home in Hawaii included
an ahnost ceremonial family prayer circle, which finds carry-over into her parenting. Nuanua
(51), her parents and tln'ee YOlmger siblings gathered in their living room where Nuanua said,
"We all sat in a great big cll'de on the floor, and my father would designate whoever was
going to pray ... Then he would just start a hymn and us children and my mother would
recognize the hymn by maybe the second or third word, and we would all join lll; and that is a
tender memory for me. And this has can-ied over into my maniage and how I feel about
music and prayer." Brother Nat Non-is reported,
We have had one h'adition in om family tllat has impacted on om dinner meal. Once
a month on fast day we gather in the liVlllg room prior to eating and talk about what
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we have been fasting for... Then we kneel and pray. Then we move into the dining
room and eat our meal. These have been times when we were in a more harmonious
mood and any conflicts have been pretty much absent at these meals. This is also
hue of most Sunday meals since we have just been to our church meetings and our
minds are more on spiritual things and there is a little more love in our hearts ...
Sunday is a time to rest fi'om worldly things and be more in tune with our Father in
Heaven. I think mealtimes on a daily basis are a time for us to come together and
basically reunite and become more cohesive.
Man does not live by bread alone. OUI' family mealtimes mean something to
us because they help meet our spiritual needs.
Nat confessed that even though their frunily has always said a blessing on the food,
"Much of the time this has been more of a ritual than a sincere prayer." However, Natalie
(20) described how the habit of saying a blessing persists even when their family eats
separately, "We bless OUI' food as individuals. Even when we don't plan to eat together but
end up fixing food in the kitchen all around the same time, then a lot of times the family will
feel, 'Let's all just get together because we all need to bless OUI' food. '"
Prayer was missing altogether at family mealtime in the childhood home of a woman
in my pilot interviews. Her father insisted that they have a family mealtime, that they all be
at the table. "It was required," she says, "he would not go on 11l1til you were there. We [five
children] were frequently sClUtinized at the table and criticized... and if you did something he
didn't like or didn't do something, he would take a knife, a table knife, the blade of the knife
ruld clunk you on the head and say, like, 'Pay attention,' or you know, whatever." When this
woman married ruld had her own home, she found herself in another abusive situation where
her husband was an alcoholic. But when he was away, which was fi'equently, she and her
five children added prayers to their family mealtimes. She felt it made a meaningful
difference to their mealtimes together and to their lives.
The Locke family considers frunily prayer important enough that they juggle
mealtime prayers along with juggling the mealtime. By so doing, they teach their children
their value of prayer in coooection with mealtime. Lyle (50) and his wife, with foUI' children
in three different elementary, middle, and high schools that strut at different times, says, "We
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try to have one or two family prayers in the moming as we can catch people." Lyle grew up

in a home where they said "family prayers before meals." And the tradition is much older
than that. Lyle's 104-year-old Grandmother Lola recalled her childhood in the 1890's, "Fold
your arms and bow your head and give a blessing on the food. We were taught that early."
This long-held ritual of prayer at family mealtime seems fIlled with spiritual meaning and is
being passed on to the fifth generation: Lola's great-grandson L.J. (10) said that his future
family will be "sort of like we have it now-we talk to each other, we have prayers, and just
eat and stuff." L.J.'s older man-ied brother considered spiritual intent and spiritual content
when he described what he calls MOlmon Mother Food: "I honestly think that when a
Mormon mother takes time to sit down and prepare a meal, it just feels like we're eating
something like God intended."

In addition to prayer with mealtimes, instruction from religious leaders receives
serious consideration in these families. The Norris's renewed their effort to retum to a daily
habit offamily mealtime despite the difficulties becanse, as Sister Norris explained, "I don't
remember which prophet it was that once again made this statement how great it is to get
togetller and what a special time [family mealtime] is. Bnt that is when I decided again to hy
to gather everybody together for family mea!." It is out of her belief in her religious
instruction that Gayle Grayson (54) phrased her family mealtime advice this way, "Hold
[family mealtime] sacred. Have that time set aside as often as possible in your growing years
with your children because it's snch an important part of bonding and keeping you together
throughont the etemities."
#3 The families in all generations try to protect the family dinner honr from outside

intrusion.
People recognize the effect of dismptions to their family dimler time, whether it be
friends, TV, busy schedules, school activities, or even the microwave oven. Across the
generations, family dimer hour typically hangs out the "Please do not Disturb" sign. Family
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mealtime takes precedence over playing with friends, for example. June (67) thought back to
when she and her siblings were growing up:
It was expected of us [to be at mealtimes]. During that time when dinner was
served-or supper as we called it-we didn't have fi'iends in. I can remember one
instance or two where my brother's friend would come over and he'd stand outside
the back door and whistle. And [my brother] was not excused to go out and play
with him at that time. He had to stay there and fmish his meal. And it seemed like
he'd go to the door and say, ''I'll be out," and then come back. But he was not
excused fi'om the table and we never left the table until everyone was finished. We
didn't get up as soon as we're through and lUll out. We stayed there. That was the
proper tlling to do and that's the way we were taught.
June's grandchildren, Juliann (11) and Jason (9), frequently face situations like their grand
Imcle's: "Usually we have a tons of kids over playing with us ... and they are in our back yard
finding stuff and ... so we gotla say, 'Okay, we're having dimler. We'll come over to your
house later on tonight after dinner. ",
Claudia Cutler (75) solved the fi'iends-at-mealtime dilemma by expanding the family
boundary to include friends at the family table. She had divorced and remarried a widower,
bringing eleven children together and soon adding three children of their own. Claudia
disclosed,
It was an interesting tlJ.ing about our mealtimes: We never really knew how many
we'd have because the kids had-our back lawn, our fields to the east lent
themselves really well to baseball, football, and basketball, and whoever was there at
lunch time, or dinner time, they would come in and eat. So we never knew how
many people we were going to have ....1 liked the ldds' fi'iends to feel they were
welcome.
Even when families eat out tlley work to maintain some privacy. When the Grayson
family discontinued home-cooked meals, they found they prefe11'ed ta1dng the restaurant food
home where, as Dr. Grayson connnented, "I can talk to my kids and there's not going to be
some patient that walks in and walks over to me and talks while I'm eating dinner. It's more
quiet and peaceful."
The invention of television figures as a potential family mealtime intenupter in ten of
the households. From my experience with the pilot interviews, I expected TV to be a major
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issue with the modem families. FolU" of the six pilot iuterviewees brought up the subject of
watchiug television dlU"ing family mealtime. During the time the Taiwanese mother was
feediug her daughter iu fi'ont of one TV, her husband was watchiug the international news iu
another room. She expressed major concern about tbis situation. The jewelry dealer loved to
feed bis infant daughter but tended "to have the TV goiug." He felt "it kills conversation... we
talk a little bit but we watch TVa lot." The family from New Zealand made poiuted mention
that they placed the TV far away fi'om the kitchen and diuing rooms, partly as a reaction to
the father having grown up with bis family fi'equently eating in front of the "tele". The hotel
maid said, "I get home about quarter past five and me oldest daughter-she's 24-gets home
around six. Then she and me nine-year-old daughter, [we] sit at the table in the kitchen to
have tea [dinner]. We just sort of watch TV."
These unsolicited comments about television dlU"ing mealtime called my attention to
the possibility that mealtime TV watchiug might be a problematic issue to watch for. In my
interviews, however, unless I specifically asked about it, the issue of TV usually did not
come up. Watchiug TV, or rather, not watcbing TV, dlU"iug family mealtime was apparently
a settled issue, a non-issue. They were already on guard against it because they view it as a
serious iutlUsion. Unlike the early interview pattern, seven of the ten primary iuterview
family units declared ardent opposition to turning the TV on dlU"ing family dinner time,
although the no TV lUle does not seem as strict for the other meals of the day:
•

"No TV dlU"iug meals! Never!" (Lorraiue, 82)

•

"[For the family diuner time] we don't watch TV and we don't allow newspapers or
magazines at the table. We tbink that is lUde. [However] quite often the kids watch
television wbile they eat breakfast, and we allow that." (Lyle, 50)

•

"We never had the TV on dlU"iug meals wbile the kids were small, and we generally do
not tum it on now." (Grant, 54)

•

"We never had any TV on or radio or anything like that." (June, 67)
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•

"It's a rule that we can't have TV on while we eat." "Yeah, but we usually have some
nice symphony music on, like to enjoy our meal and stuff." (Jason, 9, and Juliann, 11)
One exception, the Cutler couple raising children beginning in the 1970's, left

their TV on virtually every family mealtime. Their YOlmgest daughter Christy (23) can-ies
this TV habit into her newlywed life style. She explained,
The TV was always on though, is the interesting thing. I think we probably talked
less when I was younger. It was probably more of a time for my dad to come home
from work and kind of unwind. [My husband and I] have only been married four
months. We like to try to eat together as much as we can. But the funny thing is,
any time I eat, still, anytime I eat I have to tum the TV on.
On the other hand, her mother's sister, Christy's Aunt Carolyn, never had or has the
TV on as she has raised her children. She declared,
There was not a TV in the kitchen. We never ate in front of the TV. If [the
children are] watching something on TV, they need to come. Dinner time is the
time that they come. They don't wait lmtil [the program's over]. They need to
come up and eat.
Both Carolyn and Christy's mother, full sisters, come fi'om the large step-family where there
was lots of talking during family mealtime. They chose differing television policies as
mothers.
I would have expected the constant TV during family mealtime to have some effect
on the degree offamily closeness, but according to Christy, "We are a really close family.
This is tlle main thing we do, is get together and eat." It seems that the TV may not be on as
much now when they retum home because Christy recounted, "This is a time when everyone
talks about what we're doing-like I always go up and tell everyone what I've been doing for
the last three weeks since I've been home, and you know, everyone kind of reflects what's
been happening or what we hope to have happening. So people are really close." Perhaps
the strength of her parents' value on family mealtime along with their doing it everyday for
so long makes the family mealtime meaningful despite having the TV on. It may be that
since the mother grew up in a large fanlily where continual conversation was the nOlm during
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family mealtime, the television voices may have filled in the silences of dinner conversations
in a smaller family.
Watching television during meals is Christy's rightful heritage. Lowell, on the other
hand, grew up with no TV during dinner, yet he and his new wife mentioned watching TV
sometimes during their dinner. And Carolyn's daughter and husband, who are the same ages
as the other yOlmg couples, regularly combine eating and TV viewing. Carolyn expressed
some concem:
I have a daughter who is married. They do a lot of sitting in front of the TV and
eating. We never did that as a young couple, ever. But she has said several timesthey have a baby now-she has said several times, 'You know, when Cassy gets
older I really need to get with this family mealtime thing.' So I think she really
values it, she's just not ready to do it yet.
The "no TV during family mealtime" may be changing with this younger generation. Family
mealtime and TV may become a problematic issue even among families who claim the
mealtime ritual.
Another potential intmsion into family mealtime is telephone calls. When the
telephone rings during family mealtime, all of the families reported a policy of limiting the
call time or not answering. The adults and older children usually handle their calls
expediently and return to the table. Telephone answering machines, Caller ID service or
taking the phone off the hook solves the problem of telephone intenuptions for these
patiicipant families. Grant Grayson (54) reported that his father-in-law, who worked for the
phone company, does not like it if someone jumps up during mealtime and answers the
phone. If the call is for him, he'll say, "Tell them I'm eating and I'll call them back." Family
time during meals has high enough value to these families that they protect it. As I left the
Norris home, I requested pe1mission to re-contact them with follow-up questions. "Sure,"
quipped 20-year-old Natalie, "just not during mealtime!"
A more subtle intmder on family togethemess is the microwave oven and its specific
design to handle small servings. The NOlTis fatnily recognized a dilemma in lilcing the
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convenience of the microwave for individnal and quick eating while at the same time being
aware that microwave-style cooking stands in the way of their eating together. Nofosauni
(19) explained the problem, "Yeah, the microwave was one of the best things and one of the
worst things that ever happened to our family. We nse it all the time .. .it does cut down on the
time you sit down together."
#4 These families acknowledge and appreciate that they have nothing else as consistent
or as insistent that brings tbem together as a family.
Family mealtime is a scheduled relationship, influenced by physical need and carried
out by social arrangement. Lizbeth (13) spends a lot oftime with her teenage friends, but
she is willing to leave them to be with her family at dinner. Lizbeth searched for words to
express how she feels, and in the end she could only come up with one repetitious phrase for
her feelings: "[Our family1can all be together at one time, for one time in the day, like at one
time." Grandmother Claudia (75) said the same thing plus a phrase, "Mealtimes made us
closer. Really, it was the one time we were together during the day." June (67) expanded
their idea, "I think it's a real meaningful time. 1 think it's a time when there's more family
association than any other time. We didn't get together so much for breakfast...and for the
lunch time, but for the dinner time, 1 thought it was quite a positive experience for the whole
family, you know. We were all together and it seemed like to me a really enjoyable time."
Carolyn Cutler (50) suggested that one advantage to a regularly scheduled family
mealtime is that it acts as a safety net for a parent's good intentions:

You do intend to spend time with your children, but sometimes you just don't.
Sometimes you're not able to look at them face to face everyday and say, 'What
have you done today? What's going on with you?' And when you know that you
need to be there at 6 0' clock every night with dinner on the table, you have the
opporttulity to look at them and say, 'What happened to you today? How was your
test?' You can do lots of things like boating, but you don't really sit down and talk
at those times, and probably mealtime is the main time when we get together and
just really talk about what's happened to us. Probably the only other time is when
we do a work project together, when we're sitting around the table snipping beans
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or cutting com or something like that, you know, when they're actually sitting down
and facing each other.
This concept of mealtime as a safety net, that is, a habitual point in time the family
relies on to gather together amid the variety of other activities, also came up in other
interviewees' descriptions. Judging from even the young children's comments about liking to
be all together at one time during the day, all ages count On family di1111er time to bring them
face-to-face in one place when other activities might not accomplish that.
Family mealtime seems to be the most fi'equent and regular thing families do to
promote family unity. Some of the participants identified other things that bring their
families together in meaningful interaction-a vacation traveling in the family van, picnics
during the summers at the ranch, home evening with popcom over the open hearth, bedtime
talks, singing together, family prayer and scripture study. This list is consistent with that of a
national survey of families (Stinnett, Sanders, DeFrain, and Parkhurst, 1992) where among
their lists of contributors to family sh'ength, family mealtime was the thing families did most
regularly and most fi'equently to promote family unity.
Family members who seemingly have little else to draw them together are drawn
together at mealtime. Christy (23) has a sister five years older and a brother ten years older
than she is. She observed, "I think we're a really close family, especially for how far apart
the siblings are. I don't think we do a lot of activities outside of home together 'cause we all
have such diverse interests in life now. But the more I thought about [family mealtimeJ-this
is really what we do. This is how we are close." Often children in the same family would not
be natural friends. With a conservative estimate of23,000 total family mealtimes to her
experience, 15,000 of those as a mother of eight, the remainder as one of sixteen in a stepfamily, Carolyn (50) believes,
Mealtime together is one of the things that keeps your family being friends. People
are in fatnilies, but they're not always fi'iends; and I think that, when you spend time
every night, you kind of develop ...at least appreciation for each other, enjoy being
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together. I think our kids enjoy being together, and that's a big thing nowadays. I
think they really like to be together, spend a lot of time. I have a son that's 22,
working and going to [university], and I have a daughter that's 16 and just ready to
start high school. And those two probably wouldn't have a lot to say to each other if
they didn't sit down and eat and talk. I mean, they wouldn't sit down and talk on a
regular basis if they didn't have the excuse of food. Those are the two extremes.
Some of my sons enjoy doing things together and they get to know each other in that
way. And we have these three kids that are man-ied that we see quite a bit of them,
but we wouldn't see as much of them if we didn't have the excuse, "Come over for
dinner·"1
Grant's (54) experience coincides with Carolyn's belief. He speaks fi·om a smaller
family of four children. His father was often gone on assignment for the railroad. His
mother was drinking at the local Nevada bars. "[Family mealtime] gave us [children] the
time to talk over things and be better friends," he mentioned, "so I don't see it as a real
negative that my parents weren't there."
Mealtime brings new family members to the family circle and members leam about
one another not only through personal interaction but also by observation of others at the
table. Lee Locke (17) notices this explicitly when his older brother and sister bring their new
spouses home for family mealtimes, usually Stmday dumers. Said Lee,
Even as we've had people many into our family, [family mealtime's] impOliant.
Because I don't really see [the new in-laws]. Well, I see them, but I don't get a
chance to sit and talk with them and see them interact with other people, except
when we eat together .. .It's really the exposure you have with them because by the
tinle they many into my family, they have moved out [oftheu· parental homes]. The
other people in my fanlily have grown up inside the family and then they move out.
But these people have never grown up inside the family. So the fact that they come
here for dinner is really a chance to get to know them.
Coming together almost evelY day for family mealtime also means inevitable
adjustments and conflicts. "Occasionally things would come up," says June (67) mother of
eleven, "and it would, you know, disrupt it; but usually it was a time most of [the children]
looked forward to not only for the food but for the sit-down-and-tell or talk about what they
wanted to talk about."
Gayle (54) raised four chilw·en and recOlmted,
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Sometimes there were things that came up that were not the most pleasant. But I
felt like that was even a benefit...it was better to have them express their feelings
and then have the other person have a chance to make amends or give their opinion
or where they were conring from. So I really felt like there was not only food for
the body but food for all of our relationships .. Jt was something I planned on as
much as I planned on me having spaghetti or swiss steak.
Resolution and acceptance of difficnlties are standard fare at mealtimes for the
families in my study because the family mealtime ritual, by definition, brings these fatnily
members together consistently over a period oftime. Inherent in the meaning of family
mealtime is tlle insistence that family members face one another in interaction. "We get to
talk to each other and see everybody once a day kind of thing," said LJ. (10). And for one so
young, Lee (17) made an apt insight:
I think [family mealtime] is definitely one of the times we are closest as a family,
when we can see each other, perhaps the best, what's really going on in someone's
life, because we're at home. When someone wants to basically go into their room
and hide-I mean, 1'd never notice. And dinner is really a time when you can tell if
someone is agitated, or if someone has really had a nice day, because at dinner they
at'e there and you have to be there, too. It is not, if one of you just Watlts to avoid the
other person, you just Catl't do it at dhmer because you at'e all there. So it's really a
quality of awareness when we have dinner.
As Noel (22) assured,
Mealtime kind of makes it so that we see each other together other than when we
get up in the morning. After that we kind of just go our ways and just pass through
the house and you see people sometimes and you see everybody every day. But
mealtime gives you the chance for everyone to be together and still like be together
as a family.
Author Carol Flinders (1986) eloquently describes this effect,
I see the real function of tllOse ritual Slmday suppers: the effect of facing off again
and again, recognizing ourselves to be part of a clan, and feeling some pride in that;
knowing that the bonds that held you together one-to-one were also pati of that larger
structure, so you didn' t take them lightly (Robelison, Flinders, atld Ruppenthal,
1986, p.33).
An underlying assmnption for this dimension of being together each day is that
family relationships are fundamentally important. These people value interacting daily as a
family unit. The family mealtime is, as DeVault describes atld as these families experience,
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"a critical nexus for care and socialibility" (DeVault, 1994, p.22S), where individual
members relate to the family group. Individuals gain frequent reminders that they have group
membership and are valuable participants in that group. Believes Lowell (25), "You need
that daily contact or you kind of lose track." And he means more than losing track of the
individual people. He includes the greater "sense of family" that families like to retain.
The fact that responsible families keep track of and care for one another through the
mealtime experience takes on commlmity significance in our broader social responsibility.
"How many time I have wondered," commented Antonio Gramsci, "if it is really possible to
forge links with a mass of people when one has never had strong feelings for anyone, not
even one's parents .... (Elshtain, 1993, p. 448)
#5 Table talk means opportunity for each family member to be part of the family group
through participatiou iu discussiou. During mealtimes families plan aud talk about
the things that are importaut to each and to all of them.
The pruticipants in my study all indicated that they like to be part of their families,
and talking all together in one place at one time helps bring about their sense of belonging
and helps them function as a group. As Carolyn (50) said about their family of eight
children, "Everybody can chime in." For 7-year-old Laura, as the youngest of seven children,
table talk means she has to assert herself sometimes in order to be included. "It's my tum!"
she declares, then she fumbles in what to say. But she definitely wants to be included in the
group conversation. Teens consistently reported that they value mealtime as a groupparticipation opportlmity with their families. They said that table talk means they belong in
personal, meaningful ways; it makes them feel "at home."
Generally, the higher the number of family members at the table together, the better
the families like the table talk. And when everyone usually eats together, they notice and feel
a loss when the pattel11 chrulges, for example, as the lead children grow up. Lee Locke (17) is
middle of seven children and for him mealtime now means that table conversations have, in
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his words, "sort of dropped off now that the older children have moved out. We used to have
quite the interesting discussions about politics or sports or just whatever was controversial in
the news. As the older kids have moved out we spend mOre time discussing what the yatmger
children are doing. That's sort of been disappointing for me." Their father Lyle continues to
enjoy what he described as "good discussions at mealtimes ... We do try to include the
younger ones. I don't try to control velY much but we uy to include them."
Lyle (50) suggested that key to including family members is the opportunity for each
one to talk about what is cUlTently important to him or her-from Star Wars to soccer to
saving the whales to up-coming violin performances. Nat (50) believes table talk had
meaning for him as a child. He commented, "We had a good chance to talk about was what
important to us at the time."
These family mealtime conversations both create shared memories and remind
families of memories in common. The NOlTis's and Cutler's have particularly fond memories
of jovial table talk. Claudia (75) smiled broadly as she recalled tile family mealtime
atJ.nosphere: "We have two or three in our family, including my husband, that really like to
tell jokes. We did a lot of that kind of thing." Daughter Carolyn (50) also remembered,
"There was joking a lot, telling jokes or silly stories, that S01t of thing. Everybody really did.
It was a fim time. I remember mealtimes being a very enjoyable thing to do." Claudia's

granddaughter Christy (23) indicated that this u'adition calTies into her generation as her
family is known for their wit al"Olmd the dirmer table. The young adults (19-22) at the Non'is
home are still in process of living tlleir dimler table conversations. They intelTIlpted one
another during our interview to explain, "We crack jokes all tile time." "It's just time to talk
with each other, and we sit down and evelybody's always teasing someone else and
evelyone's laughing. Sometimes our parents think it's ridiculous, you know, like they make
up mles-" "as we go-" "like no singing at the table!" "Once it gets annoying then they
will say, 'Are you singing at the table again? This is eating time. Be sure to eat. ", "We just
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start telling stories and everyone just laughs." Earlier in the day I asked their mother to tell
about their family mealtime conversations. She looked across at me, paused a moment,
smiled, then laughed, "As a matter of fact, it's noisy!"
Blum-Kulka (1997) found in her cultlU'al comparison of dinner talk that by the time
the children around the dinner table had become teenagers, they had developed good
conversational skills and an awareness of acceptable rules of politeness. These skills in tum
contributed to their involvement in extended discolU'se at the table, which meant they were
actively participating and socializing intensively with their family group. The table talk
descriptions from both parents and children seem to support Blum-Kulka's observations.
Typically parents do not use family mealtime conversations to formally instruct their
children. One mother in DeVault's stndy (1994, p.49) found it didn't work to assign her five
children to read and report on a news item at dinner time. Among my interviewees, Claudia
Cutler said of her large family, "We tried an experiment-npgrading Olu' dumer conversation
from just things that happen at school...We would choose a subject a week and then each
person would contribnte something they had learned." She laughed and added, "It fizzled
out because we were busy. Sundays we did try to review what they had leamed ... at chlU'ch."
Perhaps Carolyn Cutler's experience as a child dlU'ing this experiment contributed to why
she explicitly emphasized, "We don't use [family mealtime] to teach. That has never been
the reason that we got together."
Intentional or not, family mealtime is a time where teaching and learning take place.
Speaking out of her many years of "casual" family mealtime conversations, out of "lots of
visiting together," Grandma Jo (99) observed, "Parents can guide you on little things, more
than you realize you're guided." Grant's childhood experience COnfilIDS the reality of
Grandma Jo's observation. While Grant (54) and his three sisters may appreciate having had
to leam to be uldependent, he affll1lls, "It didn't help the family sitnation, 'cause as a child,
my parents, neitller one being there very much, we didn't have enough direction ... enough
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good leadership from a spiritual or educational-any direction. There was no family
planning. We just SOli of lived day to day." Grant worked a bicycle letter-delivery service in
order to pay for an education that would insure him of opportunity for regular meals with his
future children.
It is not surprising that parents view family mealtime as a valuable time to coordinate

family life, to learn where everyone is going and what the family will be doing. As Lonaine
(82) put it, "We were very casual. Just so we know where the kids are mostly, you know.
We only had one car, so we had to know when they were going to go and where." It does
seem unusual, however, for young interviewees to volunteer comments of praise for table talk
time as a planning time. Lizbeth (13) and her brothers said, "We like planning the week on
Sundays. Like, we plan what we're going to be doing all week so everybody knows what
everybody else's doing. Just, like, talking about what everybody did during the day, stufflike
that...so that you're aware of what everybody else is doing, stuff like that." Lee (17) found it
distressing to have missed being in touch at dinner one night. He later unexpectedly found
out that his parents were going to remain away over night. As one of the oldest at home he
felt responsible and was upset that he was unaware. "It was shocking," he said, and he
blamed his absence from the dinner time.
The mood of dinner's planning time influences meanings. Nofosauni (19) and his
sisters and brothers agreed, "You can tell people what you're planning on doing, that's okay.
But," he stomped one foot for emphasis, "you can't have planning meeting at the dinner
table!" Natalie (20) explained, "The reason we hate planning meetings is because Mom and
Dad are really serious, and we just like to tell jokes."
Even without memorable dinner conversations, families still value their mealtimes
together. From the table talk descriptions, it was clear that the different families had varying
degrees of involvement in tlle mealtime conversations and at different stages over tlle family
life cycle. Naomi (72) said, "We were too busy eating mother's good cooking to want to talk
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much." Nuanua (51) repOlied, "In my family we did not converse! There was very little
communication between us children and our parents in the way that you converse today with
other people, or even us, me and Nat and our children. There was not that kind of a
relationship." In Lyle's (50) childhood family, he recalled, "1 don't think we talked very
much, not nearly as much as my family now. We didn't talk about opinions or politics. I
don't have strong memories about that."
June (67) was interviewed with her mother and daughter and she observed, "Mother says we
talked a lot. I don't remember. Seems to me we were kind of quiet. Actually compared to
what my life was after I was married, we didn't talk that much." A possible explanation of
the difference lies in family birth order--Jlme was the youngest in her family and the
conversations may have quieted as the older children left home. June continued by
describing her parenting time: "We did a lot of talking at mealtimes. Most of the time there
wasn't anything really controversial where it made anyone upset."
Natural conversation and seating arrangement assisted Claudia Cutler's blended
family as they integrated and became one family. Not all the children knew one another
before their parents' marriage, so the issue of integration was paliicularly impOliant to
Claudia (75) and her new husband. She brought a yellow formica table ii'om her house, and
her new husband's home had a red one. They placed the two tables end to end and labeled
the red one "the big kids table" and the yellow one "the little kids" table. The parents helped
at the little kids table. Claudia remembered, "The teenagers ... would talk about things they
had in common, and 1 felt like there was a bonding that was going on there." It was important
to Carolyn to belong to this new family group. She felt really excited at eight years of age to
make it as part of "the big kids" table and into their group conversations, and she recalled,
"The big kids talked about school and friends."
A deeper meaning of family mealtime begins to surface as these families describe,
usually with increased intensity of voice andlor manner, how much it means to just sit around
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the table and visit together. As I present the interviewees' comments in the black-and-white
of this paper, the words fail to radiate the warmth in their voices and the sparkle of their eyes,
even the fond reverence, with which these comments were spoken. Most pru1icipants noted
this conversational "visiting" aspect of family mealtimes in conjunction with less hnrried
meals.

•

[The girls] were just bubbling over to tell you everything that had happened. It used to
be a fim time. We would sometimes sit for an hour at the dinner table just talking and
laughing (Genieve, 75).

•

And then as we got older, it got to be just a sit and chat time, just enjoy one another. And
that tradition I really liked! Because that has persisted. When the frunily comes homeit doesn't matter how many there ru'e here-you can't get them into the front room to
talk. It's just here [kitchen dining area] they come back to talk ... even if we're not eating.
It's interesting, even if we're not eating they'll come in and pull up chairs ru'ound the
table to chat, which I think is a wonderful outcome (Claudia, 75).

•

Long after the food's been eaten, they'll just sit arolmd the table for a long time and just
visit, talk about anything that's on their minds. Probably the excuse is the food
(Carolyn, 50).

•

Oh, I'm sure [family mealtime] made the family stronger! I think sitting down and
talking about what each had done during the day or what problems were on the mind,
kind of give us empathy one for another. I think it brings the family closer together. It's
like anything else, the more you know about each other and their feelings and that, the
more you appreciate 'em and love 'em (June, 67).
From the literature citations (Blmn-Kulka, 1997,1994; Bossard and Boll, 1966;

Bossru'd, 1943) and from the interviews, it seems difficult to overestimate the value of table
talk.
#6 Participants state unanimously that family mealtime connects aud bouds their family
group.
Much is written about the hmnan need for belonging to and being an accepted
member of a group, and the family is an historically ancient and sacred group. How does the
mealtime ritual communicate a sense of belonging to the family? Participants in my study
explain the group meanings they attach to family mealtime by fi'equently using the words
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"bond, connect, close, united, hold together." At least one interviewee from each family in
each generation uses an equivalent "glue" word, or they describe a bonding moment that was
a part of family mealtime. And all interviewees described bonding, whether or not they use
that exact term. The confident, matter-of-fact manner of their explanations leads me to
believe that these families assume as a tmth that bonding and connecting are consequences of
family mealtime. They seem to consider closeness as part of family mealtime almost by
definition. Family mealtinle•

holds family together (Jo, 99).

•

keeps us connected to each other (Carolyn, 50).

•

is how we are close (Christy, 23).

•

is important...so that we can connect and find out what's going on. We don't really do
that in the momings (Lyle, 50).

•

[is] a good, I think, bonding time between the couple and between the kids (Grant, 54).
As a ritual, family mealtime persistently reinforces family attachments, even when

some family members are temporarily absent. When Lorraine's husband was away for four
years during World War II, she told me, "I still kept the pattem in my home, and people
would come and they said, 'You set the table for just you and the kids?' You know. But that
pattem was pennanent, that was the way it should be. So I would set the table and cook the
meal. And so that pattemjust kept going. And it's pretty much the same thing. You just
vary the time according to the people." A loved family member was gone, but the need and
longing to be "a family" persisted. For them it was simply the right and appropriate thing to
do in dealing with unexpected wlceliainties. When June (67) was suddenly widowed with
eleven children to care for, she Sh1.1ggled unsuccessfully to preserve their previously strong
family mealtime tradition. She felt the loss of family mealtimes in their lives. She still does,
she said. The family mealtime experience confmns the group identity and the sense of
belonging that is a part of family members being all together making eye contact, conversing,
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and interacting over a short period of time. The ritual of family mealtime means security and
stability for these families, especially when dealing with life's unplanned events.
The Norris family talked about the regularity of family mealtime and the extent to
which it helps family members feel emotionally secure enough to sufficiently "count on" one
another. As the NOlTis "four" were being interviewed as a group, I told them that their
parents each think family mealtime provides cohesiveness and asked if they, the children,
saw family mealtime as bonding? Natalie (20) responded,
I think we make it into a bonding time. Plus I think when you're younger, I don't
know, but I think you don't really care about interacting with the other people in the
family as much. You don't care about building meaningful relationships with the
family, just like, we're all sitting here to eat, we all live in the same house. I hate
you. You hate me. And you just fight a lot when you are little kids and you don't
really care about relationships and making your fannly work as mnch. And then
when you're older, that time gets to be special.
Her brother Nofosalllll (19) put his thoughts together much like a jigsaw puzzle.
During the interview he thought about the difference family mealtime makes to him
personally, as well as to the family as a whole. He offered a somewhat lengthy but profound
insight:
For sure we didn't see it as a bonding time when we were younger. But,
looking back, I don't really see it too much as a bonding time either. Because as
young kids you're mostly together a lot anyway. You're not independent and so the
family's usually together. [short pause] You know, even though it doesn't seem like
it was a bonding time, it must have been. Because if I think of our life back then, if
we didn't have meals together, I think tlnngs would be a lot different now.
While we were YOlmger we would always have mealtime together and every
meal was set, and I think a lot of that was for convenience because the kids can't
really feed themselves. Just get them all together and eat is what it seemed like.
You didn't think of it as a bonding time or anything. And then as the kids grew up
and we sta1ted getting busier, we all started doing our own things. And so for a little
while we kind of gave up on mealtime, and when we gave up on mealtime, it kind of
seemed like we gave up on a few things: It was harder to get the family together for
family prayer, and seems like it was harder to establish rules in the house or lmow
what was going on with the family. It just seems like when you give up on mealtime
you don't just give up on mealtime, you're giving up on the mlity of the family for a
little wlnle.
Now as we start getting back together, you're saying, "Despite the busyness,
let's try to be mlited as a family and let's try to do things together." And that's made
a big difference to me. During when we forgot mealtime, it didn't feel like ifI had a
problem, I kind of fell like Ijust needed to work it out on my own. Whereas now, I
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just tell somebody about it at mealtime or maybe not even at mealtime, just because I
feel like my family's there. I think it makes a big difference not just because it's
mealtime. Because when you decide to have mealtime, your mentality is also to
decide to be a family and you do a lot ofthings together.
Nofo's father Nat(49) seemed aware of the usefulness of family mealtime as a tool
for parents to foster bonding:
We have different vehicles for building strength within families. I think [family
mealtime] is a major principle or means of building that unity ... all the different
directions that we go .. , we need to touch base at least once a day. I feel like yon tend
to fragment and become disjointed and family unity tends to become less when you
don't have this regular time. So when that doesn't happen, I think we all feel OUT
distance apatt tends to increase. Then of course we eventually get back together, but
it's harder if you don't do it on a regnlar basis. You go out a little bit further. Your
lack of lmity is greater than if you can meet together. I don't see any time during the
day that lends itself more towards that type of experience or activity.
Grandmother Genieve's commitment to and vision offatnily mealtime stand out in
these interviews She speaks with soft intensity about using mealtimes to achieve a family
goal. As a young mother raising children, she was very aware of the role she wanted family
mealtime to play in keeping their fatnily close. She knew the price she was willing to pay.
She is the mother who was described as "a dedicated cook" by her daughter Gayle. Genieve
would come home from work and fix dinner for her family every evening at 6 o'clock. For a
long time when her grandchildren were growing up and before they begatl to matT)', she
would hold special Sunday birthday diilllers each month. Her son-in-law and grandson rave
about her cooking and how they wouldn't miss homemade meals at Gmndma's. If they had
their choice of any restaurant in town (atId these children have been to them all), without
question the grandchildren would prefer a home-cooked meal at Grandma's. When the
grandchildren were in school, they would stop by her house on their way home fi'om school,
especially when in kindergatten, in order to see what Grandma had to eat at her house and to
talk with her. Grandma Genieve knew exactly what she wanted her cooking and fatnily
mealtimes to help her accomplish. She declat'ed,
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When I got manied and had my children, I guess it was my religious
background, but I wanted to have an etemal family. And I thought the best way to
have tlus etemal fanrily would be to ny to keep the family close togetller. And that's
why I made such an effOlt to have meals and have all the family come on birthdays
and the special occasions, the holidays and so forth. I thought if! just could keep
tllem close when they were growing up that they wouldn't forget one another and
they'd care about one another and realize what it would be.
lt was a time that I remember as a very happy time because we got velY close
to one another at those particular times, learning more about one another and their
desires and ambitions. It was a very good time of our life. And I will always
remember that.
During the analysis of my research material I continually wondered about
consequences in lives of people who do not have family mealtimes, so I conducted a small
trial survey in Michigan (1997) at an independent high school for teenagers who have
weighty problems. Only tIn'ee out of forty of these snuggling young people ate a regular
dimler with family. Many ate alone. This preliminary observation reminds us of the
tempting cause-and-effect questions, Do families who love each other have more meals
together? Or Do families who eat meals together love each other more? The philosophical

debate may not matter. What does seem to matter is the results when family mealtime is a
pleasant ritual among families who share love.

#7 Families find joy in being together and they lament the decline in family mealtime
caused by busy schedules and the natural aging of the family.
These fanrilies spoke of their love for one another and how they like the assurance
that family mealtime will gather them together at least once each day. From YOlmgest to
oldest the participants described what it means to them to be together with their families at
mealtime. The young ones did not possess the vocabulalY or philosophical sophistication of
their elders, but they did not hide their feelings. Juliann (II) and Jason (9) giggled as they
told about getting together for family mealtime and about how their YOlmger brotlIer can "go
on forever" witlIlus "jokes" and "comics." They delighted in revealing how their four-yearold sister "really lets you know [she1hates mashed potatoes" or that she picks her place by
where her favorite cup is. They sometimes tease her by moving it around or challenging her
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claim to the cup. There was no disguising then- glee in being a part of a family dinner, even
though at the same time they told how they didn't like leaving then- friends or TV or
Nintendo. When I asked Laura (7) what she thought of family mealtime, does she like it, she
sat up a bit taller in her chair at the table, her face displayed a new smile and her eyes opened
a little wider as she looked directly at me and said, "Yeah. It'sjust like if we're together or
not." Her brother L.J. (10), who doesn't talk much anytime, assured me, "We don't just go
away and eat something. We gather arOlmd the diTmer table-like-just-have a great time.
" He smiled broadly. These youngest interviewees were not part of the official target
population for my study, but as it turned out, this research is richer because they had
something to say. Then- simple words were backed by the typical candor of children
revealing genuine feelings as they spoke.
The teens who lived at home but were developing independence reported that they
still liked to touch home base regularly at family mealtime, even though it meant
relinquishing some of the freedom teenagers often fight to gain. Lizbeth (13) was a budding
socialite, so I tempted her with a question, "What if someone told you that you didn't have to
show up any more for mealtime with the family, that you could just-" "I'd be mad!" she
interrupted. "Why?" I quizzed. "Because I like being with my family at diTmer time!"
Nofosauni (19) liked how family mealtime made him feel as a child and phrased it
this way:
It wasn't so much an inconvenience as something you look forward to, probably
because you're hungry, but also because there was always a warm feeling
associated with mealtime, after you've been out on your own playing or something,
that when it was time to come and eat, I just got a good feeling.
Natalie (20) recalled what it fell like to be sent away from the table as punishment:
I remember that the worst to happen to you, like oh, oh! One of the very worst
things to happen to you is for you to be like either complaining too much or just like
joking too much or fighting too much and to be sent to your room during dinner time.
And that was totally bad because here's the whole family together and you're all
sitting together and for one of you to be told that you had to leave-that was always
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a big deal. Like I remember thinking if someone got sent down from tbe table, then
we were all like, oh my gosh.
These young people fmd meaning in being part of regnlar family mealtime.
Lowell's new bride made a plain-as-plain point brim full with meaning:
When you're alone with your family, the family you feel most comfortable witb,
you feel the most comfortable. And it's tbe only time dlll1ng tbe day. At school I
don't totally feel like I can be myself a hundred percent, you know. No one-no
where-I can, unless I'm sitting at tbe table with Lowell.
Christy (23) decided, "Making tbe effort to be tbere, to be at home at that time meant that the
family was more important tban maybe some of the otber tbings." Mealtime reaches beyond
the literal gathel1ng.
The older generations recalled tbeir childhood family mealtimes basically withont
blemish and with much warmtb. The generation of grandmotbers looked back on their
lifetimes of family mealtimes with all tbe attendant work and concel11s. As is the case witb
the yonng children, tbeir emotion spontaneonsly wrinkled out in their voices and on tbeir
faces. Said Grandma Io (99), "We would converse and enjoy each otber's companionship."
Grandma Lola (104) twice mentioned her "happy memories," and "Oh yes, Motber was a real
good cook." "The main tbing was tbe companionship you had witb one another and tbe love
you felt being together," summed Naomi(72). "I think it was tbe joy of being together."
Pru1icipants moumed tbe loss of family mealtime as a daily routine, regru'dless of tbe
reason for that absence-natural stages in family life, widowhood, or lack of commitment:

•

As tbe girls left home for one reason or another-getting man-ied, going away to college
and so f0l1h-why then there wasn't tbe camaraderie that we had had. We ate togetber
but tbere was something missing without everybody there to participate (Genieve, 75).

•

I really would like to go back to the years when I just could sit around and talk witb my
children and enjoy tbe food oftbeir spirit as well as what's around the table (Gayle, 54).

•

After [husband] was killed and I had the family, I couldn't quite do it as good as he did.
The kids were coming and going a lot and so that's one tbing tbat I feel a loss in my life
now is that tbey won't all sit down and eat togetber all the time when tbey're there. You
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know, [son's] a great hand to sit down and eat fast and say, 'I gotta go,' and off he goes.
And [daughter] will turn on the TV, which I never had available before in the room, and
I'm not in favor of that; but you know, I don't want to have feelings or anything said. So
once in a while I'll say, 'Let's just turn it off,' and well, [they'll say,],1 wanted to see
that,' [and I'll say,] 'Well, we need to sit down and eat.' But it isn't like it was when
they were growing up. That was our family time, pretty much.. .I feel a loss in my life
now that they won't all sit down and eat together all the time when they're home. Now
where everybody's lUShing, I think they miss a very imp011ant time (June, 67).
•

There were always evening meals and I felt it was just a natural good thing, when you
can sit around the kitchen table and plan out the day Or so and talk over the problems that
each of you have. And it's a good, I think, bonding time between the couple and between
the kids. And I guess that's why I'm so committed, that's why I miss it so much now,
because it's not the same (Grant, 54).

•

I was so busy it was hard for me to fmd time to sit down and eat with the family because
I always had things going on .. .I feel we've started to go back to that sit-down thing... And
I like it better now (Noel,22).
Nat and Nuanua NOlTis were parenting six children at home. All but two were

college-age adults. They were trying to pull family mealtime into a regular OCCUlTence as it
had once been, so they looked at their family mealtime patterns critically. Nat (49)
co=ented, "I regret that sometimes we tend to just say, 'Everybody just do the best they can
and fend for themselves.' But mostly we're tried to have dinner together and have it be a
pleasant time." Nuanua evaluated,
I am sony that I thought that [just stocking the pantry and refrigerator in a helpyourself mode] was a wonderful idea, because that was when in my home it
precipitated the less formal gathering together. As it became more convenient for
me to say, "Okay, we've got all this food, whenever you're ready, you eat," it
separated us even more, added to the mentality of evelybody do your own thing.
My children noticed it and they started making a more concerted eff011 to have our
meals together. They were all in consensus and ready for it. They noticed the
family disunity.
#8 Sunday Dinner carries heightened anticipation-families like the food, they resist
pressures of time, aud they count on everyoue's being there to interact.
Sunday Dinner means more focus is on the family, including extended family, and
less on individual pursuits. The atmosphere of Sunday Dhmer is usually less hUlTied, family
members generally don't wait to be called, they often pitch in to help, and the food served is
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generally nicer than during the week. Sunday Dinner seems almost an attempt to make up for
those rushed and missed family mealtimes during the week.
Sunday had all along been a "special day" for Lorraine Locke (82): "Sunday dinner
was always a nice pot roast--a real fine meal, just as though it were a holiday." That
specialness has been handed down. Her grandson Lee (17) gave us his family's scenario:
Sunday dinner is the one time when we're all together and there's usually nothing
else going on. It's the only time you can count on having everyone at home. On
Sundays [the phone] is a matter of contention. My mother usually takes the phone
off the hook and sticks it undemeath the pillow somewhere far away, so you never
know if we're getting called or not. But there usually aren't too many distractions
during Sunday.
Their nice china dishes are brought out and father is glad to clean up.
JtUle (67) also remembered looking forward to Sundays. "Mother made a nice
dinner." The typical "nice Sunday meal" was a pot roast. June continued, "I was like Mother.
I always liked to fix a nice special Sunday dinner. It was usually something that we didn't
have during the week." Judy (35) carried on the family passion, "StUlday dinner is still a big,
big thing." She didn't mean a lot of fancy food so much as the time set aside to gather
around a nice meal.
StUlday Dinner ritual took on additional meaning as families matured. As children
grew up and became busy young-adult or moved out of the house but still lived close enough
to make it home each week, the bonds forged during earlier years of family mealtimes were
renewed on Sundays. As with the daily family mealtime, the regularity of the event added to
the individual and group security and they anticipated a re-affinnation of family bonds.
Families looked forward to more relaxed conversation time during Sunday dhmers together.
Nuanua Norris (51) told me,
During the week it is still a very difficult thing to get everybody together. I generally
try to fix something nice on Stmday, and then we all gather at the table and we eat
and visit, and sometimes we have little disagreements, but generally it's a good spirit
on Stmday. And from there we overflow into this room [living room] and we
continue to visit and visit and visit as long as we can. Stmday meal was always a
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special time. That has been the most bonding time for us, at our Sunday meals with
our children. I wish we could eat together like that every day.
When the daily family mealtime ritual suffers time-pressure damage during the week,
the regular Smlday Dinner ritual seems to restore family collectedness.
Before summarizing, I would like to give some indication of the deep regard the
interviewees felt for their mealtime ritual.
Advice From the Families--lcing on the Cake
The interview families without exception and irrespective of age adamantly and
enthusiastically recommended that families sit down together and eat at least one meal
together each day. Here is some of their collective advice:
If I could design a home, I would design my home so that one of the most spacious and
perhaps the nicest place in my home would be the dining roomlkitchen area, to accommodate
all the visiting and whatever goes on around dinoer time and preparations of dinner time.
Because we do, when we're together as a family, we spend more time in that area than
anywhere else in the house (Nuanua, 51).
Hold it sacred. Have that time set aside as often as possible in your growing years with yoW"
children because it's such an imp01iant part of bonding and keeping you together tlU"oughout
the etemities (Gayle, 54).
I highly recommend eating together. Try to have yoW" meals together. It can be the greatest
bonding time that you could ever have, compared to anything else. That time we spent at the
dinner table talking, laughing, enjoying one another, was priceless. It really is (Genieve, 75).
The advice I'd give: To keep them. Tell them [children] that was the rule. You have yoW"
meals together as often as you can because that is a time when you can talk and enjoy one
another and communicate (Naomi, 72).
My advice would be to stali and don't let anything deter them [a newly wed couple] from that
tradition. I just wish that we had kept it up and done it even dW"ing the week [as the kids got
older]. We ny (Nuanua,51).

In anticipating yOlUlg married life, I've actually discussed that quite a bit with my girlfriend.
We want meals at home. We want to have the family mealtime together. I know it's hal'der
when the kids get older, but in my young man~ed life I'm going to definitely do it (Glendon,
24).
If my wife didn't think it was imp01iallt, I definitely would do something about it. If it meant I
cook the meals, I'd do that. I would like a family where you would never forget what
mealtime mealls--it would never slip from your family (Nofosauni, 19).
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Come to an agreement at the beginning [of your marriage], or at least discnss it as to how
important you feel that family mealtime is. Make a commitment to have mealtime together as
a tradition ... so that you don't just let things happen ... and then fInd out later on that it's really
difficult to pull it together (Nat, 49).
Try to have it together as much as you can. Start at a yOlmg age doing it together, having kids
have roles (Christy, 23).
Stick to it every night (Lizbeth, 13).
Mealtime is defInitely a keeper (Noel, 22).
I'm a big believer in the family mealtime. When I was a bishop I used to preach that from the
pulpit--the family that eats together stays together. I really believe that. I think it's good all
the way around. It's more nUh'itious, more healthy, it costs less. It provides more family
continuity, it gives more family togethemess, it gives a sense of home. I think if you talk to
most people who are away from home and they remember family, they usually remember all
the family happening around the kitchen table, not happening around the living room sofa.
The kitchen table is the heart of the home. That's just the way I've always felt about it
(Grant, 54).
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Summary
The families I interviewed ascribed to and acted out a variety of beliefs about family
mealtime practices. My methodology concentrated on those meanings the families had in
common. I have highlighted in this report only those meanings which were described with
consistency within family units and among the generations of family groups. Although not
necessarily generalizable, these shared patterns are consistent with fmdings from available
research literature and also have some basis in common sense experience. The methodology
used to identify the patterns aimed to comply with guidelines for rigor in qualitative research.
Compatibility with the existing literature is one impOitant test of rigor for qualitative research.
Another test is confirmability (Sandelowski, 1986). Confirmability consists oftmth value,
applicability, and auditability. Tmth value in my study resides in the attempt to faithfully
represent families' perceptions of their experiences with mealtime. Applicability is achieved
through the selection offamilies who represent the topic being studied, namely families who
say they value eating meals together and who in fact have a history of meals together.
Auditability is determined when other researchers can clearly follow my research path, hence
the inclusion of details in my research process. With these few reminders, I now summarize
the findings and meanings which came out of my qualitative discovery process.
Families tended to change their mealtime habits in response to CUlTents in their larger
social community, first relinquishing their noon meals together and more recently altering
their breakfasts together. General urbanization, the proliferation of food and eating options for
managing meals, and our societal belief in entitlement to individual choice influenced family
mealtime practices over the past three and four generations.
Despite predictions that dinner would also become individualized, a significant
percentage of families nationally with school-age children continue to alTange dinner together
for a majority of the week.
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Mealtime was reported as a common family event which held significant meanings
for the participant families. From interviews with grandparents, parents, and children from
five groups of families, I learned that families valued their mealtime ritual because they
perceived it as contributing significantly to their individual and family well being. Their
perceptions, as organized from interview transcripts, include eight main areas of meanings:
1) Family mealtime with its family work is a service which expresses love and

sometimes gives rise to fiustration. Mothers direct the family mealtime and do the work
because they love their husbands and children. They feel commitment to care for them and
want to foster family unity. Without exception the great-grandmothers and grandmothers look
back with fond memories: The mealtime fallout was worth their sustained effort and they are
glad they did it. Despite adamant verbal commitment to a family mealtime ritual, mothers
weary and sometimes question the value of their eff011s. This often means that when their
older children become busy teenagers and do not come regularly for dimIer, the mothers alter
meal preparations and assemblage habits for the family as a whole.
The entire family is frequently involved with mealtime work to some degree. Fathers
view their mealtime assistance as an expression of loving support and a component of
responsible family living. When the fathers and the young adult children work together during
dimler clean up, they like their time together. Children prefer working with someone rather
than alone. Adult family members look upon the preparation and clean-up time as valuable
bonding opportunity, one they miss when it is not routine. Younger children frequently set the
table and accept their assigrunent as part of membership in the family.
2) Family mealtime has spiritual meanings. At mealtime families pray together and
for one another. They generally believe that the family is ordained of God and deserves
priority in their lives. Parents view eating together as a way to attend to their divinely
assigned responsibility of caring for their family and becoming a close and loving group.
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3) Family time is important enough to the interviewed families that they generally
protect their mealtime from outside inhusions such as television and telephone.
4) These families count on the mealtime as the one activity that brings them all
together at least once in a day, particularly during children's pre-teen years.
5) The mealtime conversation means families converse and plan together, each
person can talk about what he/she deems important at the moment, and parents guide the
conversation as they deem appropriate. The back and f011h action at family mealtime affirms
individual sense of belonging and dishes up memories in common--family memories.
hldividual members develop an awareness of the family as a group and of other members as
individuals. This awareness is updated and reinforced at daily mealtime and often means that
family members act on that awareness by reassuring and helping one another. Table talk also
creates a comfort zone where the talking continues after the meal is finished, sometimes long
after. All ages feel the warmth of this visiting time.
6) The most frequently mentioned meaning of family mealtime, and likely therefore
the most significant meaning, is that of c01ll1ecting and bonding. Confucius said, "A man
camlOt be too serious about his eating, for food is the force that binds society together." In one
of his television interviews, broadcastjoumalist Bill Moyers commented, "Modem
psychology has come to a consensus that the single most powerful yearning in us is the
yeaming to be lovingly related to others" (Bill Moyers, 1996). Family mealtime fills that
yearning according to everyone of the people I interviewed.
7) Families find enough overall joy in being together for mealtime that they moum
the loss of that daily time together, even when that loss occurs as an expected part of the
natural course of children growing up to more independent adulthood.
8) Perhaps the loss of a daily family mealtime leads directly to the heightened
value the participant families place on their weekly Sunday di1ll1ers, which often include
adult children returning home. Much like the comparison Ahmad's grandmother makes in
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the movie "Soul Food" (1996), the families in my study feel wuted like a fist when they eat
together; they feel the ahnost tangible power that results from the strength of that weekly
mealtime ritual. These fanrilies who have a strong tradition of pleasant family mealtimes
reco=ended it as lrighly beneficial to families and family members.
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Chapter Five: Discussion
The personal interviews reveal meanings that families associate with mealtimes.
Although limited, the collected family mealtime literature sheds light on various origins of
mealtime meanings. Together they point toward some insights about the meanings a daily
mealtime ritual has for families. The meanings in turn suggest expected benefits to
families, which are likely influenced by individual family attitudes and practices.
The following diagram summarizes the important concepts and findings of my
repOli and serves as orientation for the discussion.
Figure 5. Diagram of Thesis Concepts
Key Concepts from Literature

I

Seedbeds for Meanings
Powerful Bio/Social Convergence
"Construction" of Family
Consequence in Well Being
Socialization/Cultural Transmission
Intensity of Interaction

Family Mealtime Interviews

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I

Areas of Meaning
Commitment and Love, Frustration
Spiritual Significance/Importance of Family
Avoidance of Outside Intrusion
All Together Once Each Day
Overall Friendly Conversation
Connecting and Bonding
Grief Over Loss of Family Mealtime
Heightened Value of Sunday Dinners

Insights
I
Family mealtime practices are strongly influenced by society's paradigms and practices.
Family mealtime offers families their most natural and frequent opportunity for group interaction.
Love, and sometimes frustrations, are part offamily mealtimes.
Family mealtime bonds and connects family members.
Family mealtime contributes to well being of individuals and the family ..
Pleasantness is paramount to beneficial consequences.

I

I

Expectations as to the Potential Benefits of a Pleasant Mealtime Ritual
Healthy Identity and Sense of Belonging
Increased Verbal and Social Skills
Advantage in Physical, Mental, and Emotional Health
Strong and Resilient Individuals and Families

I

I

Influences on Potential Benefits
Paradigm of Entitlement to Choice
Degree of Dedication to Mealtimes Together
Degree of Commitment to Constructing a Family
Quality of Mealtime Conversation
Participation in Mealtime Work
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Some of the observations from my study came as no surprise. For example, the fact
that preparing the food and ananging the time to be together were thought of as signs of love
is consistent with co=on wisdom and folk culture. This idea is particularly observable in the
culture of women, with folk sayings like, The w«y to a man's heart is through his stomach,
and with the Pillsbury ad, Nothin' s«ys luvin' like somethin 'from the oven, and from the
movie Soul Food (Edmonds, 1997), Soulfood cookin' is about cookin 'from the heart.
It did not seem unusual to me that family mealtime was unanimously described as a "family

thing," a time of family bonding. The older generations loved recalling family cOIDlections
associated with mealtime memories. They assUl'ed me that eating daily meals together had
made tmdeniable contribution to the well being of their family over the years. The young
people also spoke with one voice in liking to make the daily family cOIDlection.
It also made sense that the interviewees liked their mealtimes to have an overall pleasantness.

There was an expectation of mealtime congeniality among the interview families, particularly
as contrasted with the woman in the pilot interviews whose mealtimes with an abusive father
were an ordeal. The interviewees mentioned occasional times of bad feelings at mealtime, but
their overall recollections were pleasant andjovial.
It came as a surprise that articulating meanings was a new experience to the

interviewees. If! had taken the time to interview myself, however, I likely would not have
been sUl'prised that the interviewees struggled to find the right descriptions. It required
thoughtful effort for them to describe what mealtime meant beyond, That's just what we do,
or, Wejust like to be together, or It's easier to feed everyone at once.
I also still ponder the tension between adjusting meals to contemporary life styles and
maintaining a family mealtime tradition. Despite the families' perceptions that they follow a
strong mealtime h'adition, their mealtime habits adjusted generationally according to school
schedules, busy work and individual activities, and especially because of society's assmnption
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that individual freedom takes precedence over family interest. The mealtime ritual seems
threatened. However, it seems significant that the predicted decline in dinner time frequency
leveled off instead of continuing to drop off as noon meals and breakfasts seem to have done.

r also find it encouraging to look at the statistics of mealtime frequency for four or more days
in the week. A majority offamilies with school age children, including the families in my
study, aim for a daily dinner tinle together and succeed a majority of the time.

n stood out as remarkable to me that mealtime was the most frequent and regular
opportlmity for family interaction according to the family strengths literature (Stinnett,
Sanders, DeFrain, and Parkhurst, 1982; Bossard and Boll, 1950) and according to what my
families reported. This was true for all of these families in all generations. Nothing else they
did as a family stood out as so regular and so richly interactive for the entire family. Their
descriptions and their fervency in telling about the mealtime memories seem to indicate that
they valued gathering at the table for meals because that daily point in time offered them their
most dependable opporllmity to be together.
Implications
The research findings indicate that families are not usually aware that their mealtimes
playa major role in constmcting family life. Because the mealtime ritual links to a substantive
list of outcomes-sense of identity and belonging to a cohesive, fimctioning, loving group;
improved and outstanding school perfonnance, social skills for children; better health
physically, mentally, emotionally, and spiritually; stronger and more resilient families and
individuals-this family ritual wan·ants the thoughtful attention of fanuly scholars.
Rituals play an important role in family life. Research indicates that young families
who report more meaningful rituals also report higher marital satisfaction (Fiese, Hooker,
Kotal)' & Schwagler, 1993). Ritual helps establish, maintain, and regain family equilibritilll
(McCubbin, 1997; McCubbin & McCubbin, 1988). And the overall most frequent fanuly
ritual has been the family mealtime (Stumett, Sanders, DeFrain, and Parkhurst, 1982; Bossal·d
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and Boll, 1950), placing it in a position ofparticnlar influence. Family scholars shonld
consider the applications of a mealtime ritual.
These insights about family mealtime raise questions about the strength of the
mealtime tradition over the generations. While the basic meanings among the generations
stood constant, there is distinction between the older parents' mealtime structure and that of
the younger ones. The solidarity of family life may be suffering because families today
seldom eat all together at breakfast or lunch, with the television on during those meals, and
also because they get caught up in trying to arrange individual choices, lmwittingly setting
aside some of that which fortifies the family group.
Psychologists and sociologists claim that the hmnan need to belong is a powerful
motivating factor, for example, young people lmhappy at home or with no clear family ties
often hun to gang organizations in order to belong. It seems that we may have forgotten, in
our clamor to reach individual independence at the top of the hierarchy of needs, that we must
build on that which is part of the base of the pyramid. The need to belong is not something we
leave behind as we search for independence. Belonging anchors us so that we can be
individuals. Mealtime may help create just such an anchor.
Women of today who aSSlUne responsibility for mealtimes also weary of trying to
please everyone all the time. Their counterparts in earlier generations did not seem as inclined
to worry abont whether everyone liked it or not. They prepared meals taking into account what
family members liked, but they expected children to eat what was fixed. They did not report
the same concem with pleasing fussy eaters as their granddaughters report.
Mothers today also face the problem of getting everyone together. Family members in
the grandmothers' day were expected to be at meals. The activities adjusted to the mealtime
more than the mealtime adjusted to the activities. Today's world expects the mealtime to
adjust to the individual activities. The implication is that if a family wishes to succeed at
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having mealtimes together, they must be conscious of how the expectations have changed in
order to effectively manage a strong mealtime tradition in today's world.
Future Research Possibilities

Future research seems wide open. Comparatively little about family mealtime has
been investigated. I would like to know more about questions like, What about the paradigm
of entitlement to choice---what influence does it exert on the construction of a family? Do
families who have stronger mealtime patterns have fewer social problems? What are the
characteristics of families who practice a mealtime l~tual and those who do not and how does
it play out in their lives? Brian Barber, associate professor of sociology at BYU, has been
conducting surveys related to types of experiences children have with their parents and how
these shared experiences relate to problematic behaviors. He has, at my suggestion, included
mealtime questions in an np-coming survey of seven hundred teenagers and their families.
The questionnaires identify which families have mealtimes together and how often, they seek
information linked to the quality of the family mealtime, and they aim to locate sources of
motivation.
Other questions seem worth answering for today's families: What about the effect of
a Sunday Dirmer-is once a week sufficient to obtain celtain benefits, as the weekly Jewish
Shabat dinner may indicate? What effect does watching television during meals have-does it
reduce the benefits of table talk? What makes mealtime work less burdensome and more
satisfying? What effect does eating out have--does it make a difference in benefits if meals
are prepared and eaten at home? As these and other questions receive research attention,
family scholars can speak more confidently abont the benefits of a positive family mealtime
ritual.
Application

Practical application potential is Imbounded. Specific awareness about the benefits of
a family mealtime ritual could help families help themselves. Professional cOlllselors and
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infonnal advisors alike would have access to strategic infonnation that could help correct and
help prevent difficulties. Since eating must be attended to on a regular basis, mealtime routine
makes therapeutic sense and preventive sense.
Frequency of mealtime can be naturally effective in helping parents who consciously
aim to expose their children to their beliefs and traditions. As a descriptive vocabulary
develops about meanings of family mealtimes, awareness can improve and along with it the
potential for improving family relationships and developing stronger families.

Conclusiou

The daily family mealtime ritual is not sensational. It is daily work. Families know
tlus. It is a little like brushing our teeth. It was not until fairly recently in human history that
dental research consolidated the benefits of daily brushing and flossing. Not a headline
grabber. But with some benefits established, the dental associations and tooth-care suppliers
launched a successful ad campaign to educate the population as to the benefits associated with
dental care and the risks of omission. When we commit to the daily ritual of brushing and
flossing and combine it with regular dental check-ups, then over a life time we have not only
enjoyed the social benefits of fresh breath daily, we have saved ourselves numerous decay
problems and expenses and we can eat com on the cob without denture cream. Society may be
dealing with problems of decay that could be helped by families' eating together daily and
having regular family check-up's. The daily family mealtime ritual is vital to healthy family
life with benefits yet to be adequately articulated.
Substantively, adoption of the daily familymealti.me ritual means that families
COimect and bond. Day after day mealtimes together reassure family members that they face
life together. Individuals benefit. Families benefit. Society benefits.
To those experienced in family mealtimes, the f11ldings reported in tlus research may
seem only too obvious. Given the rich clues derived from these interviews with families who
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love their mealtimes together, and considering the small anlOlmt of research devoted to this
ritual, we as family scholars have underestimated the value of what goes on at the dirmer table.
It is time to ring the dumer bell.
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ABSTRACT
Tills project asks families what mealtime together means to them. The topic of family
mealtime appears comparatively infrequently in academic literature, and any meaning that
families associate with mealtime has seldom been studied directly. Tills pal1icular research
investigates meanings of the understudied mealtime event by interviewing three or four
generations of family members from five different families.
Attention is paid to emerging standards of rigor for qualitative research, nrunely
applicability through the selection of families who have a illstory of practicing a family mealtime
tradition, truth value in faithfully representing the interviewees perceptions, and auditability by
including detail of the research process. Findings al'e consistent with the available literature,
with survey results, and with folk wisdom.
Here are the major [mdings: As anticipated, the interview families report a decline in
meals eaten together. Not anticipated was one importallt reason for the decline, nrunely, family
adherence to the notion that the individual's freedom to choose takes precedence over the group
interest when there is conflict at mealtime. Even so, interviewees afflrm their determination to
maintain a strong mealtime tradition. Families intend to show love through meal preparation,
they value working together, they believe in the spiritual importance of family life, they want to
protect the mealtime from outside intrusion, and they like being able to talk about whatever is
imPOrtallt to each of them. Mealtime is a time of connecting and bonding. Families enjoy being
all together as a family. They miss getting together regularly for whatever reasons. And they
particularly value their Sunday dimler time. All ages tmanimously advise others to adopt a
frunily mealtime tradition. The core assertion is that the family mealtime plays a major role in
constructing tlle family unit.
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